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.PREFACE

This thesis is written in partial fulfillment
of the Masters Degree of the University of
Rhode Island, Department of Community Planning
and Area Development, and in behalf of the
Cultural Education Collaborative, Boston.
Its purpose is twofold: to study the concept
of collaboration as a mechanism for innovative service delivery, by surveying eight
collaboratives; and to analyze the
collaborative structure of the Cultural
Education Collaborative by applying the
conclusions of the previous section.
This is a formal analysis of the concepts
and components of collaboration.
It is
descriptive and analytic, and is not
intended to be evaluative or exhaustive
of any collaboratives surveyed, including
the Cultural Education Collaborative.
Instead, particular li--titention has been
paid to the purpose and variables of these
collaboratives in the hope of better
understanding :this exciting concept.
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_ INTRODUCTION

Why Collaboration?
Collaboration has emerged in the last two decades
as a popular mechanism for the efficient delivery of services
and innovative programs.

Service organizations and institu-

tions have increasingly employed this model to achieve
benefits which would not accrue without cooperation.
boration, however, is not a new concept.

Colla-

As early as 1919,

the Metropolitan Sewerage Commission, the Metropolitan Water
Board, and the Metropolitan Parks District were consolidated
under the Metropolitan District Commission in the belief
that, greater ·economy and improved efficiency would be possible if all three were grouped under a single agency.
"Collaboration" is a dynamic concept founded on
two simple ideas - sharing and cooperation.

Collaboration

creates partnerships between two or more groups who work
together in cooperative association, or collaboration, to
I

•

achieve various goals.

Collaboration occurs when two or more

organizations share information, skills and resources to
identify and achieve common goals and objectives.

The

styles of collaboration vary greatly as private or public
efforts, or both.

As will be seen, collaborations present

different styles of financing and governance, decision-
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making and programming services.

Organizations may colla-

borate to develop innovative programs and services beyond the
scope of the individual organization; to reach new audiences
and service broader clienteles; to jointly address issues
important to their own organizational growth and development;
to capture additional funding and so strengthen and supplement their present service and program provision; and/or to
coordinate multiple activities already in existance and so
prevent service overlap, duplication, or contradiction.
Collaboration thus offers an innovation to the existing order
of services.
I

Collaboration confers multiple benefits which may
be

additiona~ly

attractive to participating organizations.

In particular, collaboration provides for:
- the pooling of organizational resources to achieve
economic efficiency and economies of scale for
partidipating organizations, as well as the potential
for generating public and private revenues;
- shared understandings and communication between
different organizations and their clienteles;
- a higher level of community through a wide range of
participation in goal setting and decision-making;
- the reduction of feelings of powerlessness and alienation experienced by small organizations of limited
resources when dealing with larger, possibly unresponsive organizations and institutions;
- a greater degree of public accountability to collaborating organizations by according the opportunity
to respond to various community pressures.
Thus, collaboration offers enormous potential as
a mechanism for
way.

deliver~~ services

in a flexible and innovative

However, there are several difficulties inherent in
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collaboration to which collaboratives must be attentive.
First, collaboration unites a number of participants.
This number may be quite large. Additionally, each
collaborating organization may itself have a number of
clients. As a result, communication between the collaborative and the participants and their clients may be
quite complex and time consuming, and tends to grow at
a geometric rate.
Secondly, participation in collaboration demands that
the participants share their resources and invest time
and energy.
Participants must therefore be willing to
make a commitment for the success of the collaboration.
Reluctant members may not be swept along in the activities of the collaborative and may slow or stall collaborative programming.
Third, collaboration requires the facilitation and coordination of diverse prograrrnning and administration
operations. Administrators are therefore required to
be adept at a various number of diverse responsibilities.
At this point in time, there are few administrators with
experience in collaborative management. Most administrators are still learning by trial and error.
Fourth, as with other non-profit organizations, collaboratives may become so caught up with organizational
self-maintainance that programming becomes a secondary
function.
Finally, with few defined program boundpries collaboratives may encounter problems of territoQality and conflict in service and program delivery with other organizations and collaboratives.
The Role of the Collaborative
The collaborative is that special organization which
exists to unite two or more groups in formal cooperation, or
collaboration.

The collaborative may exist as an independent

organization of public, private non-profit, or quasi-public
status.

Participation in a collaboration is voluntary.

Groups may subscribe as full-time dues paying members, or
may participate on an ad hoc program or service basis.
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Although groups may have diverse secondary motivations to
participate, the primary incentive to participate is, again,
the innovation achieved.
Collaboratives exercise the role of facilitator and
coordinator.

The participating groups may have no reason to

work together save for the special product achieved through
collaboration.

Collaboration between groups may not be pos-

sible, or as effective, without the special coordinating efforts of the collaborative organization.

The collaborative

may additionally serve the role of catalyst, making of the
individual offerings of different participating groups a
new program(s) or service(s).

Generally, collaboration is

very cost-effective as the special efforts of the collaborative
can generate savings and benefits not possible if the individual organizations were to attempt the innovative service
or program deiivery independently.

Further, collaboration

is flexible arid enables the delivery of many services and
p~ograms

without superimposing a permanent and cumbersome

bureaucratic structure.
Collaboratives serve the specialized roles of program generator and/or broker.

As program generators, the

collaborative staff develops programs which utilize the
resources (such as funds, skills, materials) of participating
groups to respond to a perceived need.

As brokers,

collaboratives introduce and coordinate outside resources
(services, speakers, specialists, programs} to meet the
service needs of member organizations, ad hoc collaborative
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participants, and occasionally, the direct people within the
service district.

Finally, a few collaboratives which

exist as outgrowths of institutions, may themselves be considered a service of that institution.

Examples of these

collaboratives will be presented in Part One.
In conclusion, the collaborative exists as f acilitater/initiator and serves the specialized role(s) of program
planner and generator, broker, and fundraiser.

The special

efforts of the collaborative produce a service(s) that is
cost-effective, and/or not otherwise available.

The groups

participating in collaboration may offer a gamut of motivations and provide diverse services, but a balance is achieved
between these differing interests to seek the goals of the
collaboration.

Decisions about how to achieve these goals

reflect to some degree the views of the participating groups.
Groups participating contribute diverse resources to the
collaborative.

In turn, collaborating groups receive inno-

vative solutions to meet their particular organizational and
client needs, and/or participate in an innovative, systematic approach to a jointly perceived problem.
However varied the styles and approaches, all
collaboratives must satisfy the following fundamentals:
First, organizations must have a commonly shared goal(s)
to underlie their collaboration. Participating groups
may seek diverse individual benefits but must be able
to agree on the contextual goals (or mandate for collaboration), active goals (organizational goals), and
program objectives to ensure coordination and cooperation. To this end, collaborating organizations must be
able to identify a problem(s) towards which to fashion
goals and allocate resources.
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Second, collaboration must have a base of financial support to sponsor collaborative activities. Collaboration
requires some sharing of the resources of participating
groups, yet this may not be sufficient to support activities. Collaboration may require additional public
and/or private subsidization.
Third, collaboration must be founded on two way communication between the participating groups, and the participating groups and the collaborative organization. Communication is requisite for the determination of goals,
the sharing of resources, and for the coordination of
activities.
Fourth, to be dynamic and so meet the goals of collaboration, the collaborative must be responsive to the needs
and problems of its direct clients, the participating
organizations.
Fifth, the collaborative must be an effective planning
mechanism, not just an informal association. The collaborative must employ a systematic approach which defines goals, identifies problems, examines alternatives,
and designs a program and/or service strategy. The
collaborative must display leadership and organizational
skills in order to facilitate a collaboration, plan an
approach, or service a need.
Finally, collaborations must provide a program(s) and/or
service(s) that is not duplicated within the service
area. The product of the collaboration must be perceived by potential clients as unique and highly desirable. A critical factor to effective collaboration is,
therefore, the resultant product of a unique and innovative service.
Thus, collaboration is an organizational mechanism
which secures a new resource base for organizations so 1.as to
provide new and innovative programs and services.

Collabora-

tion provides a systematic approach to perceived pressing
social and organizational needs.

And, as a cooperative ven-

ture, collaboration confers benefits to the participating
organization and the community which are beyond their individual scope.
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PART

ONE

DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF COLLABORATION

INTRODUCTION

The mechanism of collaboration has been employed
increasingly for the delivery of innovative services and
programs.

Collaboration has assisted two groups of institu-

tions, public education agencies and cultural agencies (museums,
zoos, historical societies, aquaria, literary, visual and
performing arts groups), to support internal growth and
development, 1to service their clientele more effectively,
I

and to service a broadened clientele in the face of multiple
constraints. · Without collaboration, these agencies and
institutions may not be able to effectively service client
needs or to reach new clients because of diverse institutional
pressures and problems.

Examples of collaboration which

focus on education and on the cultural arts will be examined
below.

These institutions, cultural agencies and public

education agencies, have initiated collaborations to overcome the following problems and pressures, and to provide
innovative programs and services to meet client needs.
Cultural agencies, for example, long considered
resources to only the "cultural elite", are facing increasing
pressures to open their vast resources to a wider segment of
the community at large.

Many cultural agencies additionally

realize the education potential of their collections but
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require the mechanism to extend these collections to a
larger public.

As the Museums Collaborative writes,

Current economic realities have forced arts institutions
to depend increasingly on public rather than private
bases of support. This increasing public subsidy has
been accompanied by democratic demands that the cultural
institutions substantially broaden the audience they
serve, expand and improve their educational functions,
and demonstrate their accountability to the public by
providing evidence of impact on a wide cross-section of
citizens. To address these mandates, cultural institutions need to bring the range of people they reach into
parity with the amount of public subsidy they request,
and effort which requires the review of previous policies,
and the design of new ways to involve people wh9, in the
past, have not been part of the arts audiences. 1
Thus, the cultural agencies have three general needs: to
broaden clientele, to increase program and operational funding, to promote institutional growth and development.
Schools have been experiencing diverse, and sometimes contradictory, pressures to increase the quality and
quantity of education.

For example, recent federal legisla-

tion and state regulations have affirmed the equality of
educational opportunity to minority, handicapped, and nonEnglish speaking children (Chapters , 636,

76~,

respectively).

Additional pressures have called for increased public participation in school decision-making.

Despite these pressures

for social change, curricula has "responded to a new conservatism that demands a reemphasis on content and skills.
Today, the mood is to reestablish structure, emphasize
disciplines, hold the line, prepare for SAT's, and combat
grade inflation."ii

These pressures tax the school budget

beyond its limits prohibiting innovative changes and creating
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educational inequities for children of lower income cornrnunities.

"The question of fiscal equity should be addressed

in terms of how fairly to share the burden of substantially
equalized educational resources availability for children,
not in terms of how to equalize the ability of a district to
raise revenues which it may not choose to raise or spend."iii
As will be illustrated by the following eight
collaboratives, collaboration may provide a mechanism.

For

institutions to more effectively meet client needs as well
as respond to the pressures for social change and crosscut
many fiscal constraints.
In this chapter, a three step analysis will be
conducted of the eight collaboratives to better understand
the general nature, potential and elements of collaboration.
These steps include:
First, a descriptive analysis will be presented of the
individual elements and variables of collaboration.
These elements combine in different degrees to define
the structure and role of individual collaboratives.
Second, a brief description will be presented of the
structure, purpose, goals and operations of eight
collaboratives. These collaborative employ a variety
of approaches to collaboration and seek diverse goals.
Third, an examination of these collaboratives will
reveal that many collaboratives of different goals
share similar characteristics.
These collaboratives
will be grouped by similar purposes and characteristics
under several typologies.
An analysis of typologies makes explicit the strategies employed by collaboratives to acheive goals, as well
as the role, audience, impact and rationale of individual
collaboratives.

Such a typology is thus a valuable way to
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order data to answer policy questions concerning a collaborative' s potential and limitations.
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DESCRIPTIVE VARIABLES

WHO IS UNITED IN COLLABORATION

Organizations may collaborate to develop innovative programs and services beyond the scope of the individual organization; to reach new audiences and service broader
clientele; to jointly address issues important to their own
organizational growth and development; to capture additional
funding and so strengthen and supplement their present
program and service provision; and/or coordinate multiple
acJivities already in existence and so prevent service
overlap, duplication, or contradiction.

Collaboration offers

an innovation to the existing order of services.

Thus,

collaboration creates partnerships between different groups
in servicing needs and seeking defined goals.

These colla-

ceptualized in three models of collaboration.
In one model, groups with resources
may be linked through collaboration to
other groups with specific needs for those
resources.

The organizations which

FIGURE 1
require resources and the organizations which provide resources may be of disparate goals, purposes and needs.

The

client organizations participate in cooperative projects.
-13-

The collaborative operates, in this situation, principally
as a broker.

This model is most characteristic of private,

non-profit collaboration.
In another model of collaboration, different
groups with varied resources but similar needs or goals are
united in programs or services to meet those needs or goals.
These organizations derive diverse benefits from collaboration (figure 2).

In another variation of this model, groups

of similar needs, resources and goals collaborate together
to share their resources to more efficiently and effectively
meet their common goals.

This situation requires the

collaborative to serve a program and service planning role.
The participating organizations derive similar benefits
from collaboration.

Or collaboratives may unite in

collaboration organizations of similar purposes and
organizations of diverse purposes (figure 4).

In this

latter situation, collaborative programming and roles
become quite complex.

Moreover, the collaborative may

serve to generate additional program funds and broker
outside resources.
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organizations of
disparate resources
but similar needs
or goals
FIGURE 2

organizations of
similar needs and
goals, share resources to acheive
more effective
services and new
innovative programming
FIGURE 3

variation - several
organizations of
similar purpose and
needs work with organizations of diverse purposes, needs
and goals
FIGURE 4

This model may be characteristic of public or quasi-public,
or private, non-profit collaboratives.
In a final model, collaboratives exist as an
outgrowth or extension of a particular organization(s),
institution(s), or agency(s).
The collaboration is voted
into being by the sponsoring
institution(s) to enable that
institution(s) support and
supplement existing services.
FIGURE 5

The participants in the

collaborative are therefore the institutions of similar
purpose, goals and needs, plus the clients of these institutions.

The collaborative may additionally be voted out of

existance by the sponsoring institution(s).
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The collabora-

tive may be of few or many programming roles - brokering,
program generation, fundraising, communication, and/or
technical assistance.

This model of collaboration is often

employed by local education agencies.
In conclusion, a collaborative may unite participants in one of the above models or a variation of the above
models.

From two to more than twenty groups may be united

in a single collaborative program or service.

A collabora-

tive which is conducting several operations and is serving
both program planning and broker roles may find itself
dealing with hundreds of groups and organizations.
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LEGAL STATUS OF THE COLLABORATIVE

All collaboratives, public or private, are organized under the public laws of that state.

Public laws may be

exclusively for the enabling and funding of collaboratives
designed to facilitate a public sector responsibility.

For

example, many public education collaborative have been established in this fashion.

Chapter 40, Section 4E, of the

Massachusetts General Laws was the first legislation enabling
two or more school committees to authorize agreements for
joint educational activities.

Several chapters have followed

that authorize school systems to use collaboratives as
vehicle to provide supplementary programs and special services in educ~tion.l

Other collaboratives are organized

under public laws which define organizations as private
non-profit.

For example, Chapter 180 of the Massachusetts

General Laws provides for the organization of charitable
corporations for one or more purposes including:·
(a) for any civic, educational, charitable, benevolent
or religious purpose;
(b) for the prosecution of any antiquarian, historical,
literary, scientific, medical, chiropractic,
artistic, monumental or musical purpose.2
Many collaboratives, however, are organized
under more than one public chapter, conferring on the
collaborative both a public and private non-profit legal
status.

This enables collaboratives to receive certain
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federal, state and local monies as well as private grants
and private payments.

Moreover, many collaboratives,

whether public, private, or quasi-public, are eligible to
bid for public contracts in providing programs or services
to a state or locality.

Additional legislation administers

funding and technical assistance to educational organizations that provide:
- magnet programs,
- equal opportunity,
- special education. 3
As will be demonstrated, several collaboratives are organized
as both public and private organizations, holding various
state and federal contracts.
Additionally, many collaboratives elect to organize under Section SOl(c) (3)of the Internal Revenue Code
which confers a tax exempt status to,
corporations, and any community chest, fund, foundation,
organized and operated exclusively for religious,
charitable, scientific, testing for public safety,
literary, or educational purposes, or for the prevention of cruelty to children or animals, no part of the
net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any
private shareholder or individual, no substantial part
of the activities of which is carrying on propaganda,
or otherwise attempting to influence legislation, and
which does not participate in, or intervene in (including the publishing or distributing of statements), any
political campaign on behalf of any candidate for public
office.4
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FINANCIAL STRUCTURE

A critical element to collaboration is the sharing
of financial resources by the cooperating organizations.
The financial contribution of the cooperating organizations
to the collaboration takes several forms.
First, certain collaboratives may require participating organizations to subscribe as dues paying members.
Membership dues may be described as "hard money" because
they _assure a steady support, however small, to the existance of the collaborative.

These dues, collected annually,

usually support the administration and daily operations of
the collaborative organization.

In the case of many school

systems, the dues take the form of a per capita assessment
for the student body.

Membership dues are required whether

or not the participating organization chooses to participate
in any of the collaborative programs or services for that
year.

Seldom, however, are these membership dues sufficient

to pay for the individual programs or services generated by
the collaborative.
Secondly, most collaboratives, member and nonmember alike, may require the participating organizations to
pay an assessment for the individual services and/or programs.

Additionally, the collaborative may charge a tuition

to school districts for students who participate in a
collaborative on a regular basis.
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The benfits of collabora-

tion are in particular evidence here.

The collaborative is

able to acheive cost savings in program operation/service
provision due to the economies of shared resources and
larger scale.

Thus, the program/service assessment to

each particular organization is much less than the actual
cost of that program/service if attempted independently by
the participant.
Many collaboratives receive supplemental support
from sources other than the participating organizations.
Certain collaboratives eligible for public (federal, state)
grants or apply for private foundation, or both.

Collabora-

tives must apply for these grants each fiscal year (or grant
period) and cannot be guaranteed of these revenues for successive years.

Such private and public grants provide an

uncertain financial foundation and are appropriately termed
"soft

monies"~

Moreover, many collaboratives contract with

public agencies to deliver services and programs to school
systems, in particular.
Finally, some collaboratives additionally seek
private contributions through fundraisers and finance campaigns.

Collaboratives may seek these small, private

contributions because they require additional support for
collaborative operations, and/or seek to symbolize a publicly accountable or grass roots organization.

A collabora-

tive, then, requires a sound financial base to support its
diverse operations - administration and staffing, program
planning and supervision, information dissemination, and
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evaluation.

Although some collaboratives exist on one finan-

cial source alone, most collaboratives rest on a combination
of "hard money" and "soft money".
In general, the more diversified the financial
structure of the collaborative the less the operations of
the collaborative will be crippled by reductions in dues
paying members, program participants (hence fewer assessments) or grants.
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GOVERNING BOARD MEMBERSHIP

The governance is that body which directs the
collaborative's activities.

The governing board, whether

designated a board of directors, trustees, supervisors, etc.,
is generally responsible for supervising the establishment of
the collaborative, the setting of collaborative goals and

"

policy directions; and the supervision of collaborative
operations.

A governing board is organized according to the

legal status of the collaborative.

The governing boards of

principally public collaboratives (such as public education
collaboratives) are constituted by public law; the governing
boards of private collaboratives are consituted by by-laws
or letters of incorporation; and the governing boards of
quasi-public collaboratives may be constituted by by-laws
as set within the general prescriptions of a public law.
The board membership and role are both defined with these
legal documents.
As will be illustrated within the following
matrices (see matrices section) , the membership of governing
boards is

based upon the purpose and exigencies of the

collaborative.

For example, the typical brokering collabora-

tive, dedicated to providing support services, tends to have
direct conswners represented on the board in order to be
reflective of client needs; and the private non-profit
· '·
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t

•

collaborative which rests primarily on "soft money" may
attempt to build political, community and philanthropic
support for their endeavors through board membership of
community power leaders.
Governing boards are principally membered by the
following:
- direct consumers,
- professionals of each agency or organization,
- school committee members,
- citizens,
- community power leaders {including politicians,
philanthropists, community leaders, etc.),
- union representatives.
Board membership will influence the ultimate direction and
policy making of the collaborative and provide an important
perspective on the clients needs and problems to be addressed.
The governing board of a collaborative is most commonly a
Board of Directors, but in the case of certain educational
collaboratives, may be a Board of Trustees or a Board of
Education.

An Executive Committee, drawn from members of

the board, may be vested with the active management of the
collaborative between board meetings.
All board members are formally responsible for
defining major goals and directing the policy of the
collaborative.

Most boards are additionally required to

approve the administrative budget and program/service
allocations of the collaborative .
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DECISION-MAKING

Decision-making is here defined as the actions
and considerations that occur within the collaborative
administration and programming.

As opposed to policy set-

ting, decision-making occurs as the daily operations of the
collaborative.

Shared decision-making is one characteristic

of collaboration.

However, this decision-making occurs in

different degrees and by diverse means with various collaborations.

Minimally, all groups must agree upon the mandate

and the major goals of the collaboration in order to participate effectively.

Maximally, certain collaborations

exist to generate dialogue in policy and programming between
multiple interest groups.

Between these extremes, collabora-

tions manifest a range of approaches to decision-making and
participation.
Generally, four groups may be responsible for the
administrative decision-making and programming that occur
within the collaborative.

This decision-making may include

broad program goals and objectives, and making program
decisions; and/or, in a few instances, making budget,
personnel, and major policy decisions.

Additional respon-

sibilities of the decision-makers may include adjudicating
disputes, screening program participants, and conducting
field operations.
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The four groups variably involved in decisionmaking are:
Executive Director and Staff:
This group supervises and conducts the daily operations administrative planning and programming - of the collaborative, but may be additionally responsible for major
policy decisions; plus
Governing Board:
The board might informally exceed its constituted
responsibilities and become more actively involved in
the daily operations of the collaborative. A few
governing boards supervise staff operations, mediate
in participant controversies, and advise in programming; and/or
Advisory Boards, Advisory Committees, or Task Forces:
These groups may be formally constituted in the by-laws
or established informally to provide leadership or
supervision in a specific policy, administrative, or
program area. Most often, the advisory committee is
composed of subject area experts and exists to supervise a program(s) or service area; and/or
Other Groups or Parties:
These groups, such as parents, community, or interest
groups, may participate in setting objectives, defining
issues, and designing and effectuating programs.
Individual collaboratives evidence different modes
of decision-making based on collaborative purpose, goals and
needs.

Even different program areas within one collaborative

may require different decision-making approaches.

In general,

however, the more complex the operations and diverse the
program responsibilities of a collaborative, the greater the
likelihood of participation in collaborative decision-making
from an active board (or individual board members), · advisory
groups, and/or interest groups.
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The participation of advi-

sory groups and/or interest groups, and in some cases, board
members, provide a channel for the input of necessary
technical or subject area information, client needs, _or
community preferences.

Thus, the greater the participation

of clients and interest groups, the greater the sharing of
information between participants and the collaborative
organization.
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COLLABORATIVE

ACCOUNTABILITY

To whom is the collaborative accountable?

Accounta-

bility is a formal concept here defined as that line of
authority or responsibility by one group over the activities
of another organization.

Collaboratives are formally answer-

able or accountable in varying degrees to different organizations.

All collaboratives are accountable in some degree

to their funding source (granters, contractors, purchasers,
members) for the proper use of funds.

Generally, the greater

the funding from the organization, the more a collaborative
is answerable to that funding source.
However, the major collaborative accountability
often accrues to that organization(s) which is responsible
for the creation of the collaborative - its parent or sponsor.
Beyond their respective funding sources, collaboratives are
primarily accountable:
- To themselves: most private non-profit collaboratives
are relatively independent of outside control and
can conduct their operations based on their own best
judgement. These collaboratives are primarily
accountable to their own members and internal
governance.
-

To a supervisory organization: this supervisory
organization, whether public or private, sponsored
the establishment of the collaborative, supervises
the operations of the collaborative through annual
evaluations, audits and/or representation on the board.
Further, this organization grants legitimacy to the
collaborative and may be a principal financial or
other resource base.
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To member school districts: in many cases the collaborative is initiated by, and may be voted out by,
the local school districts. The local school districts
constitute the governing board and a funding source
for the collaborative. The collaborative is thus
the instrumentality of the member school districts
and continues to exist at their pleasure.
Thus, the nature and degree of accountability of a collaborative determines the autonomy of operations and continued
existance of a collaborative.
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GOALS .OF THE COLLABORATION

The goals of a collaboration are a set of ends
towards which the collaborative organizes activities and
develops strategies.

Certain goals denote the conceptual

foundation of the collaborative.
daily operations.

Other goals direct its

Specifically, these goals include:

Contextual Goal (Mandate):
The conceptual foundation underlying the collaboration.
It arises from the fundamental values and beliefs of
collaboration and the participating groups and rarely
changes.
Active Goal(s)

(Objectives):

The goal which has been singled out and made the focus
of the activity of the collaborative. Within this
context, a distinction between incidental and principal
ends should be made: An incidental end is one which has
been relevant only if it can be acheived without
additional cost or with only trivial cost.
If, however,
a higher sacrifice or other end is made to attain a
certain goal, that end is one of its principal ends.
Operational Goal(s)

(Strategies):

A series of specific steps which acheive the active
goal. These operational goals are developmental and
directive. They are a way of evaluating whether the
active goal can be met. Operational goals are less
explicit in their value commitments.
Outcome/Products:
The results of the application of the operational and
specific goals set to the substantive issues or problems.
Purpose:
The purpose of the collaborative is the organizational
objective. The collaborative exists to create or to
implement this objective.
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·coLLABORATIVE CLIENTS

The client is the intended recipient or consumer
of the organization's programs, services and other activities.
Organizations design programs and services to satisfy the
diverse needs of, and to extend benefits to, a client group
or groups.
In the case of a collaborative, however, there may
be several levels of clients.

The primary clients of the

collaborative are the cooperating groups which the collaborative seeks to catalyze.

These cooperating groups, in turn,

maintain their own clients which they seek to service.

With

the purpose of the collaborative most often to assist groups to
better service their consumers, these consumers additionally
become the ultimate clients of the collaborative.

This dual

client level may be reflected in the multiple roles of the
collaborative.

For example, a collaborative may design

programs directly for school children and concomitantly
provide teacher training or technical assistance to school
authorities.
To be most effective, a program or service must
reach its intended client without wasteful spillovers on unintended groups.

As one program evaluator writes, "program

accomplishments can be measured in the proportion of the
client population served, in the levels of service actually
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provided in relation to the minimum standards, and in the rates
of progress towards serving the entire client population at
minimum standards. 116

Thus, the careful identification of

clients becomes critically important for the impact of
collaborative efforts.

Peter Rossi presents an innovative

approach to the identification of clients by categories of
program (or service) clients within a hierarchy.
Impacted:
These individuals and groups that are the direct beneficiaries of the program or service.
Involved:
Those individuals and groups participating in a program
or service. Beyond the collaborative staff, this
category includes both impacted client groups as well
as the resources (specialists, vendors, consultants)
brought to bear.
Concerned:
Those individuals and groups generally affected by, or
interested in, the results of the program or service.
Those concerned may include education systems, taxpayers,
employers, ethnic and racial groups, and other community
interests.
Rossi views all parties present in the above matrix as
clients of the program, to some degree.

Such an approach

is valuable to the effective programming of a collaborative
by providing a hierarchy for the prioritizing and targeting
of scarce resources and the directing of program objectives.
The client hierarchy serves additionally as a standard by
which to measure and evaluate programs and services.
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ROLE OF THE COLLABORATIVE

The collaborative exists to facilitate sharing and
cooperation between groups of different resources to meet a
determined need or provide a solution to a defined problem.
The participating groups may have no reason to work together
save for the special product acheived through collaboration.
Collaboration between groups may not be possible, or as
effective, without the special coordinating efforts of the
collaborative organization.

The collaborative may additionally

serve the role of catalyst, making of the individual offerings
of participating groups a new program(s) or service(s).

In

the above capacities, the collaborative serves the following
prograrraning roles:
Brokering Role:
As broker, collaboratives link outside resources
(services, speakers, programs, equipment, etc.) to
meet the service needs of member organizations, ad hoc
participants, and occasionally, the direct people within
the service district.
Program/Service Planning Role:
As program and service generators, the collaborative
staff develops, plans and administers programs which
utilize the resources (funds, skills, materials) of
participating groups to respond to a perceived need.
Program generation necessitates a larger staff than
the typical brokering agency in order to perform the
development and planning of programs. The planning
role generates
- programs
- supporting services to the cooperating organizations or their clients
-32-

Collaboration Support Role:
In this role, the collaborative provides additional
services to maintain the existance of the collaboration.
These services may include
- fundraising: for grants for the support of
collaborative administration and collaborative
activities;
- communication: between collaborating groups,
their clients and interested parties;
- technical assistance to client operations;
- information dissemination: to the general public
regarding the activities of the collaboration.
Although a few collaboratives serve primarily as either
brokers or program planners, the following matrices depict
that most collaboratives serve a combination of the above
roles (see matrices section).
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COMMUNICATION ·& !°NFORMAT.I ON NETWORKS

Shared understanding and communication between
different organizations, their clients and the collaborative
is an element critical to effective collaboration.

However,

this corrununication may become extremely complex as the number
of collaborating groups and their clients grow geometrically.
Shared understanding requires shared information as well as
communication.

This communication and information occurs

through formal and informal mechanisms.

More formal proce-

dures established for the express purpose of communication
or information gathering and sharing, include: annual meetings,
newsletters and publications, needs assessment surveys, among
others.

While these structured opportunities are helpful,

they tend to direct communication in a single direction and
are infrequent.
Opportunities for information sharing and communication must be continual and must allow for exchange of ideas
in many directions - between policy makers, program planners,
consumers and clients.

Some collaboratives present spon-

taneous opportunities for such exchange.

Other collaboratives

must be responsible for establishing such communication and
information networks for exchange of and response to ideas,
concerns and problems, constraints, and needs.

Some of the

more common methods of structuring communication and information networks include:
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Board Membership:
Board membership (particularly of consumers and/or
subscribing members enables only communication and
information sharing at the policy level, and may be
ineffective if the board is inactive.
Subscribing Membership:
Subscribing membership offers a potential for a
communication and information network, particularly
if the members are well acquainted with each other.
These members are represented to some degree on the
governing board. Moreover, the payment of dues to the
collaborative may secure a more active interest in the
operations of the collaborative. However, this mechanism
provides minimal input from the ultimate clients of the
collaborating groups.
Advisory Groups of Clients:
Advisory groups of the clients (impacted, involved,
concerned) may provide valuable client information, and
communication between the program and service planners
of the collaborative and the intended recipients.
Liaison or Ombudsman:
The liaison or ombudsman is located at the critical
point where most information and communication is
generated, or where most organizational or programming
problems arise.
Opportunities for conununication and information sharing vary
widely between collaboratives.

However, these opportunities

are useless unless the communication and information shared,
forms the basis for collaborative operations and programming.
Communication is requisite for the determination of goals, the
sharing of resources, the identification of issues and
defining of needs, and for the coordination of collaborative
activities.
Moreover, collaboratives may find it necessary or
desirable to cooperate with other collaboratives when
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seeking similar goals or operating under similar strategies.
Communication and the sharing of . information and data resources may facilitate the most effective cooperation
between collaboratives in best meeting its individual goals.
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PROGRAMMING

Programs and service offerings of different collaboratives display various degrees of structure.

Each

collaborative may employ various styles for each program and
service provided.

In general, collaborative programs and

services are structured and offered in one of the following
manners:
more flexible
programming
and service
design

more rigid
programming
and service
design

greater
planning
function

multiple, - Programs and services are
diverse
designed by the collaboraparticitive and individual propants
gram participants (or clusters of participants)to
suit their own needs.
Programs are flexible
enough to support a wide
range of specific plans
within established program
guidelines under supervision of the collaborative.
- Collaborative provides a
selection of programs or
services around one program
concept or one program core.

greater
particibrokering pants of
function similar
needs and - Collaborative designs and
motivation offers one program or
service offering per area
or client need in which
participants choose to
participate or not after
all program planning has
been performed by collaborative staff.
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INCENTIVES FOR PARTICIPATION ·

Organizations evidence a gamut of reasons for
participating in collaboration.

These incentives may be

defined as the motivations that encourage an organization
to seek an alternative mechanism for service and program
delivery.

These motivations for collaboration extend beyond

the actual benefits and returns collaborations confer.

A

single organization may itself hold diverse motivations for
collaboration.

These incentives range from the draw of

collaboration as a more effective delivery mechanism to
the necessity to collaborate and may vary with -individual
programs within an organization.
Defining an organization's incentive to collaborate
is valuable because it reflects that organization's degree
of commitment to the collaboration.

Organizations that

collaborate for less compelling reasons may be less impelled
to actively participate or cooperate because their need for
collaboration is not as great as for other organizations.
Levels of commitment may be located along a continuum of
organizational motivations for collaboration.

Again,

collaborating groups often evidence different incentives
for collaboration, and few collaborating groups will fall
at a single point along the continuum.

However, certain

incentives may hold more weight, thereby determining commit-
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ment to the collaborative.

The continuum of motivation

presents the following generalized tendencies for commitment
to the collaboration:
Degrees of Organizational
Commitment to Collaboration
least commitment to
collaboration

Organization Motivation
for Collaboration
- enhance service or program
provision
- improve ability to deliver
services and programs already being delivered, albeit with difficulty

+.I

s::Q)

s

+.I
·rl

~

- ideological attachment to
goals of an established
collaboration

0
0 CJ

4-1

§ ';ci
:::3

s::

s::

- capture increased funding
for organizational activities

0

· rl ·rl

+.I +.I
s:: ttl

0

N

- meet strong external demands
on organization (public mandates, community pressures)

() ·rl

s::
ttl

1-l

- meet a specific client need
not possible without collaboration

greatest commitment to
collaboration

Thus, the collaborative can identify the predominant motivations of the participating groups, can often predict the
commitment, participation, and cooperation of that participant.
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BENEFITS OF COLLABORATION TO PARTICIPANTS

Participants seek and generally receive diverse
benefits from collaboration.

Collaboration as a mechanism

for cooperation and sharing can:
- pool resources to acheive cost-efficiency and economies of scale in program and service provision;
- share communication and understanding between
organizations of similar goals and purposes;
- augment the power of smaller organizations by increasing resources and improving public images;
- generate innovative programs and services to meet
the needs of, and extend benefits ·to, an organization's clients.
The special efforts of the collaborative may additionally
provide:
- technical assistance and staff development to enable
organizations to better conduct operations;
- fundraising and public contracting;
- public information dissemination.
Each individual collaborative, however, displays
certain advantages over other collaboratives according to
its particular purpose, role and the needs (client needs
and organizational needs) of its participants.
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COLLABORATIVE DESCRIPTIONS

MASBO

Overview

COOPERATIVE CORPORATION

MASBO Cooperative Corporation, Inc.

(MASBO Coop)

is a non-profit corporation which has been formed to provide
programs and services to school business officials, managers
and administrators to assist them in more effectively
conducting the management of schools.

MASBO Coop's programs

and services are offered to these school businesses and
administrative officials as "cooperative projects" because
programs and services recipients share some of the shaping,
and all of the costs of the services.

Cooper~tive

projects

are formulated with prospective school districts, who jointly
agree in advance to the extent of the project, the methods
of prorating costs among the school districts, and the goals
and objectives to be acheived. 7

Thus collaboration occurs

between the participating school districts on an individual
program basis and is evidenced in shared costs, shared goalsetting, and shared decision-making to meet common participant needs.
MASBO Coop is a subsidiary of the Massachusetts
Association of School Business Officials, Inc.

(MASBO Inc.),

a professional membership society of education administrators in the field of school business administration.
MASBO Inc. is involved with MASBO Coop's operations.
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MASBO

Coop's members and participants must not only be members of
the Massachusetts Association of School Business Officials,
but the latter organization is present as a voting member on
MASBO Coop's Board of Directors.

Thus, the Massachusetts

Association of Business Officials plays an active role in
shaping MASBO Coop's policies.
from this affiliation.

And MASBO Coop benefits

The Massachusetts Association of

School Business Officials provides communication and information distribution for MASBO Coop between school districts.
All members of the Massachusetts Association of School
Business Officials are familiar with the activities of
MASBO Coop.

Not only does this provide advertisement for

MASBO Coop, but MASBO Coop learns of the particular program
and service needs of MASBO, Inc. members.

MASBO Coop is

thus able to design programs and services relevant and
particular to school business managers and administrators.
MASBO Coop additionally has members from other professional
associations.

As MASBO Coop writes,

It is unique in that it has working relationships with
and may use not only the resources of the memberships
of its parent professional association, but of other
educational and quasi educational organizations, such
as the Massachusetts Business Task Force, who are
dedicated to improving business management and administration practices in public education in the Commonweal th. a
Robert Pritchard, present Executive Director of MASBO Coop,
identifies this affiliation as the key to MASBO Coop's
continued success.9

MASBO
MASBO Coop is a private non-profit tax exempt
Coop
Financial corporation organized under Chapter SOl(c) (3) of the InterStructure
nal Revenue Code. As a membership collaboration, MASBO
Coop charges a small membership assessment annually.
However, MASBO Coop receives most of its financial support
I

from program and service assessments of participating member
school districts.
MASBO Coop is governed by a Board of Directors who
MAS BO
Coop
Governance are responsible for ''the property, affairs, and business of
Structure
the Corporation. 1110 The board is responsible for setting
the policy of the corporation, disbursing funds, and supervising its activities.

The board is restricted to seven

members, including the Executive Director of MASBO Coop.
Further, each director must hold memberships in the Massachusetts Association of School Business Officials.

The

directors are elected by a majority vote of MASBO, Inc.,
after first being nominated by the present Board of Directors
of MASBO Coop.

Thus MASBO, Inc. is very much involved in

the decisions of MASBO Coop.

The directors serve a three

year term and are elected on a staggard basis.

The Presi-

dent of MASBO Coop, who presides at all board meetings and
appoints all committees, is formally responsible for the
policy direction of MASBO Coop.

There are additionally

two Vice Presidents and a Treasurer.
School districts must be members of MASBO Coop
in order to participate in programs and services.
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The

member school districts must be approved by a vote of the
Board of Directors.

Other corporations and associations may

additionally become members of MASBO Coop by a vote of the
Board of Directors.

Upon election to membership, each

member designates a representative who attends meetings and
holds a single vote. Finally, MASBO, Inc. is a voting member
of MASBO Coop.
The Executive Director, however, has responsibility for the day to day decision-making making and programming
of MASBO Coop within the policy set by the board.

He may be

assisted in any special committees (appointed by the President) that are deemed necessary.

Today, MASBO Coop has a

full-time paid staff of two and an employee in marketing,
besides the Executive Director.
MAS BO
Coop
Goals Purpose:

The major purpose and goals of MASBO Coop include:

To promote, facilitate, and implement joint ventures and
cooperative programs ... to improve the capability of
people who run the administration and business of
schools.
Contextual Goal:
To advance education and lessen the burden of government
at elementary, secondary, college, and post-graduate
levels.
Active Goals:
- To conduct research programs in management of schools
and all levels of other organizations related to
school administration and management.
- To provide services, programs, technical assistance,
training to assist state and local governments,
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school officials and personnel and the general public
better conduct the management of schools.
- To improve the planning, organization and coordination of school management and business operations.
MASBO
MASBO Coop provides the following cooperative
Coop
Services & projects and services:l2
Programs
Cooperative Projects:
- Audio-visual inventory control system cooperative
- Teacher recruitment program
- Audio-visual materials and control system cooperative
- Programmed budgeting and accounting
- School property accounting and inventory control
system
Publishing Services:
- Print and distribute Early Education Project Reports
- Develop, publish and print Chapter 766 Administration
Manual
- Comply, publish and print Mass Bay Cooperative Data
Reports (MASCODS)
- Print and distribute Metro Project Reports
- Print and distribute School Vandalism Study Report
Business Services:
- Provide school business system coordinator and
trouble-shooter
Provide accounting services and monitoring of financial affairs
Provide transportation and custodial services
- Develop and install new accounts payable system
- Evaluate school business mangement organization, and
recommend changes
- Install Encumbrance Accounting System
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Seminars:
- School property damage control
- Chapter 766, Business and Financial Management
- Management training and development
The purpose and goals of MASBO Coop establish the
MAS BO
Coop
Clients following clients:
Impacted:
(direct
beneficiaries)

school managers
business officials
school administrators

Involved:
(in programs/
services)

school adminstrators, managers, district
officials
school officials
business and administration experts
Massachusetts Association of School
Business Officials

Concerned:
school officials
(with program/
parents, students, teachers
service outcomes) interested community groups
taxpayers
Massachusetts Association of School
Business Officials
MASBO
MASBO Coop is primarily a brokering agency which
Coop
Roles has been formed to "promote, facilitate, and implement
joint ventures and cooperative projects. 1113

In this role,

the MASBO Coop's Executive Director and his small staff
develop and coordinate programs and services in response to
member needs and requests using resources of the business
administration community to provide technical assistance,
instruction and technical equipment, in-service training,
continuing education, and subject area programs.

In addition,

MASBO Coop initiates and plans programs and services which
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the staff perceives may be of need to collaborative members.
MASBO Coop writes,
MASBO Coop will serve as a vehicle through which
voluntary cooperative ventures can be administrated
and implemented without the 'governance' hindering or
interfering with the successful completion of the
proposal.
The organization will solicit contracts,
hire and supervise personnel, incur necessary expenses,
and will be responsible for the overall management and
fulfillment of project operations.
Robert Pritchard explains, "MASBO Coop is a business and
administrative cooperative which exists for the purpose of
implementing rather than membership. 1114
MAS BO
Thus, MASBO Coop unites school administrations,
Coop
ParticipantS businesses, and management personnel from various school
districts in cooperative projects.

MASBO Coop links existing

business and management resources to meet the needs of its
participating members.
These school management and administration officials are responsible for an increasing number of business
operations which demand sophisticated management knowledge
and training.

MASBO Coop provides school management and

administrators with workshops and training seminars,
technical assistance, as well as management systems,
technical reports, equipment, and other programs which
modernize the operations of school business and administration.

Some services may strengthen or supplement an area

of responsibility; other services may meet a more urgent
school need.

Cooperation in each MASBO Coop project is
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likely to be high because each participant is contracting
for a specific service to be provided by MASBO Coop.
MASBO Coop members voluntarily choose in advance
to participate in each individual program or service.

As

the costs are prorated between the participants, the greater
number of participants the lower the individual program or
service assessment for each participant.

Thus the partici-

pating school districts benefit by receiving needed programs
and services which are cost-effective and relatively tailored
to participant needs.
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METROPOLITAN CULTURAL ALLIANCE

Overview

The Metropolitan Cultural Alliance is a private
non-profit cultural arts organization.

The Metropolitan

Cultural Alliance is a membership collaborative of cultural
institutions, commercial arts organization, businesses, and
individuals, dedicated to the advancement and support of
the cultural arts.
The Metropolitan Cultural Alliance was formed in
1969 by an assemblage of directors and administrators of
greater Boston's cultural institutions concerned over escalating institutional operating costs, intensified competition for funding, and inefficient management practices.
These cultural institution directors and administrators
sought collaboration in order to share ideas, raise funds,
and provide cost-effective programming.

As the Metro-

politan Cultural Alliance writes,
We're realistic about art. We know creativity alone
won't always keep the doors open .•. We help over
100 organizations prepare and analyze budgets. Raise
and spend funds.
Hire and manage employees. Promote
themselves to the media, the public, government and
business. We offer group health insurance. Management seminars and workshops. Computerized financial
services. Centralized purchasing. A publicity
guide. At the Metropolitan Cultural Alliance, our
only business is keeping the arts in business. 15
Alliance
Financial
Structure

The Metropolitan Cultural Alliance is organized
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pursuant to Section 501 (c) (3) of the United States Internal
Revenue Code.

Contributions to the corporation qualify as

charitable deductions.

The Alliance has a very diversified

financial structure which generates funds for Alliance
programs and services.

Alliance public support and other

revenues have increased from Fiscal Year 1976 - 1977 by
thirty-three percent. 16

The Metropolitan Cultural

Alliance receives revenues from three major sources.
First, the Alliance receives membership fees
from collaborating cultural institutions, commercial arts
organizations, businesses, and individuals.

Member

institutions are charges between one hundred dollars and
six hundred dollars a year, depending on the size of their
staff and budget.

Individual members are· charged a flat
17
fee of twenty-five dollars a year.
In 1977, membership

dues constituted twenty percent of all revenues received.
This was down from the 1976 figure of thirty-one percent.
Secondly, the Alliance receives financial
support from public and foundation grants.

This has been

an increasing source of Alliance support, rising from
forty-seven percent of total 1976 revenues to sixty-six
percent of total 1977 revenues.
Thirdly, the Alliance charges assessments for
selected programs, services, worksops and seminars.

These

assessments constituted thirteen percent of total 1976
revenues and eleven percent of total 1977 revenues.
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The Metropolitan Cultural Alliance is conducting
a fundraising program worthy of particular note.

The

Matching Membership Program, initiated in July 1976 with
grants from the Permanent Charities Foundation and the
National Endowment for the Arts, seeks to increase and
broaden the direct financial support of cultural institutions by businesses and their employees.
The Matching Membership Program is based on the
belief that,
if more arts organizations would institute membership
plans offering tangible benefits and priveleges, more
people would join and automatically renew their
memberships each year. Arts organizations could
count such membership fees as earned income, and
businesses could see their matching grants as extentions of their employee benefit plans, rather
than as substitutes for direct corporate giving.
Everyone would gain, the plan offering a democratic
process for selecting cultural institutions that
would receive additional help. 18
The Matching Membership Program requires that participating
businesses match two dollars for every one dollar of membership purchased by their employees in any cultural institution.

In return, the new members are eligible to partici-

pate in such services as the Alliance's Blue Cross/Blue
Shield Plan or the Harvard Community Health Plan. 19 ~_All
program promotion and coordination is provided by the
Alliance.

In its first eighteen months ending December 31,

1977, the Program generated over seventy-two thousand
dollars for Alliance

member~

cultural institutions. The

Matching Membership Program is expected to generate over
one hundred thousand dollars annually by 1980.
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Alliance
Governance

As a membership collaborative, the Metropolitan
Cultural Alliance is governed by its member organizations.
The members meet annually to conduct general Alliance business and hear reports, and to elect a Board of Trustees.
Each member organization has two votes in choosing trustees.
All trustees must be representatives of the member organizations.

Thus, the Alliance serves at the direction of its

membership. As the Alliance Annual Report writes, "The
Metropolitan Cultural Alliance is a service organization
shaped by the cultural institutions to meet their needs. 1121
The Board of Trustees consists of representatives
of cultural institutions, public offices·, educational institutions, businesses, and educational services.

Sixty

percent of the trustees must be directors, officers, or
trustees of member organizations.

Thus, the Board reflects

the needs of the administration of cultural institutions.
The Board of Trustees "shall consist of not less
than fifteen nor more than sixty persons elected by the
members of the corporation".
year, nonsuccessive, term.

Each trustee serves a three
The Board sets the policy

direction and is responsible for the "general supervision
and control over the porpoerty and affairs of the corporation." 22

The Board additionally has the power to appoint

any committee deemed desirable to serve under the supervision and approval of the Board.

For example, a task

force of trustees was formed to assist the Executive
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Director in planning, implementing, and monitoring a single
program, the Boston Arts Computer Hook-Up.

The officers of

the Board of Trustees include the President, as "Cheif
Executive Officer", aided by a Secretary and Treasurer.
The Alliance Executive Director and staff conduct
the daily decision-making of Alliance operations and programming.

However, the Board has indirect influence over

even these daily operations as it is responsible for appointing the Executive Director, choosing all members of the
Alliance staff, and approving all budget and program
suggestions of the staff.
Moreover, the Board is organized into "Membership
Divisions'' according to art discipline or area of responsibility.

The standing divisions include:

choral groups,

dance groups, museum directors, community service qrganizations, and the Boston League of Resident Theatres.

These

divisions, which meet regularly to exchange information and
share ideas, provide a valuable information input to
collaborative programming.

The Alliance reports,

It is the Alliance's intention ... to expand the number
of divisions among member institutions while also
strengthening the existing divisions by providing
more active use of outside resource people who are
willing to share their insights and their experience. 23
Alliance
Goals

The major purpose and goals of the Metropolitan
Cultural Alliance include:
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Purpose:
To provide a vehicle by which cultural institutions
and interested groups may join together to improve
their management and funding capacity, and address
common issues in the growth and development of the
cultural arts.
Contextual Goal:
To advance and support the arts and culture of greater
Boston.
Active Goals:
- To strengthen the communications and management
effectiveness of member institutions;
To institute cost-effective services which improve
the capacities of member cultural institutions;
- To express the concerns of these institutions and
promote the value of these cultural institutions
to the community-at-large;
- To provide new sources of earned income for the
cultural institutions;
- To reduce members' operating costs.
Major
The Metropolitan Cultural Alliance's programs
Programs
& Servicesand services are organized into two areas of program
operation:
Membership Services - Those services available
to all full institutional members of the
Alliance;
Special Projects - Those projects of limited
duration or involving a small pilot group
of members. These programs are tested
for their feasibility as regular Alliance
Membership Services.24
Membership Services - in particular:
l.}

Central Purchasing System - an entirely new type of
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service, cooperative buying for members. The CPS model
provides Alliance members with lower-cost office supplies, printing and p~r products, fuel, artists aup~
plies, library materials, mailing services, and a central answering service from a vendor selected by an
extensive bid process.
In return for coordinating,
monitoring, and promoting this service, the Alliance
receives five percent of the profits from the vendors.25
2.) Management Training Services Program - a monthly
series of workshops which provide institution directors
with in-depth technical management information and with
opportunities for staff development. The workshop
topics include: audience development, taxes & charitable
giving, fundraising, licensing, box office management,
marketing the arts, unemployment compensation, pricing,
tax shelter annuities. 26
3.)
Information Services - provide opportunities for
the administrators of member institutions to improve
their management information and their sharing of that
information. These opportunities include:
a.) ten monthly issues of the Alliance's newsletter, Currents, distributed to the
cultural community which provides news on
institutional management, staffing, funding
opportunities and the results of Alliance
surveysi
b.) problem-solving meetings and other workshops
to generally provide technical assistance
to Alliance members;
c.) a monthly bulletin identifying people interested in working for a cultural institution who have paid ten dollars to have
their resumes so published.
Special Programs
program, supra)

(in addition to the Matching Membership

1.) The Boston Area Computer Hook-Up (BACH) - a comprehensive financial management system that provides
Alliance member institutions with the automated accounting services and professional audits at less cost
than they would have to pay individually .... This
pioneer development is expected to have far-reaching
impact on the ability of arts organizations to cope
and survive, to enhance their fiscal credibility and
to meet the ever increasing disclosure requirements
of federal and state agencies as well as public and
private funding sources. 27
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Alliance
Role

The purpose and objectives establish diverse roles

~~for

the Metropolitan Cultural Alliance:
First, the Metropolitan Cultural Alliance coor-

dinates such services as management experts, auditors, purchasing agents, and office suppliers to provide management
and budget services, and workshops to Alliance members.
However, the Alliance discovered that, "it was not sufficient
to simply broker these services, but that it was necessary
to have someone on the staff who was ultimately acquainted
with the system and who could spend full time on consulting,
training, and monitoring activities." 28
Secondly, the Metropolitan Cultural Alliance
generates, develops, and monitors special projects and
programs.

The 1976-77 Annual Report writes,

During the period under report, we have devoted our
principal effort to strengthening and expapding programs already underway. An unusually high . proportion
of the new Board members have become valuable and engetic participants in Alliance programs, partly
through a highly productive task force structure. 29
Thirdly, the Metropolitan Cultural Alliance
provides a communications link between member institutions
and individuals.

This communication occurs as the sharing

of ideas and common problems at members meetings in group
discussions and within membership divisions.
meet regularly include:

Groups which

choral groups, community service

organizations, museum directors, and resident theatres.
The Alliance library provides literature on management
and cultural arts, and the Alliance newsletter, Currents,
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disseminates management and cultural arts information to
the cultural arts community.

Additionally, the Alliance dis-

seminates information on the activities and concerns of the
cultural arts community to the general public.
Fourthly, the Metropolitan Cultural Alliance raises
public and foundation grants, and matching business gifts
which go to fund Alliance programs and services or are
routed directly to member institutions.
Finally, the Alliance provides technical assistance
to member organizations in proposal writing, staff development, and plan design for the Matching Membership Program.

Alliance
Clients

The goals and roles of the Metropolitan Cultural
Alliance establish the following clients of Alliance collaborative efforts:

Impacted:
(direct
beneficiaries)

member cultural institutions
and arts agencies
member individuals
member businesses and their
employees

Involved:
(in programs/
services)

members
vendors of management, auditing,
computer, and office supply
services
education and business consultants
businesses and their employees
funding sources

Concerned:
(with program/
serviice outsomes)

cultural arts community
business community
cultural arts audiences
funding sources
community at large
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Alliance
Participants

The Metropolitan Cultural Alliance unites in
collaboration cultural institutions, commercial arts organizations, concerned individuals and businesses to support
cultural institutions in their growth and development.

The

Alliance links member institutions with business and management resources.
In particular, cultural institutions and arts
organizations experience escalating operating costs in the
face of increasing competition for funding.

Member cultural

institutions contribute towards collaboration their participation in Alliance governance and activities and pay
assessments for membership and programs. - Through collaboration, Alliance members save money, raise funds, promote the
cultural arts, and share ideas.

As an Alliance brochure

concludes,
We of fer central purchasing that saves member organizations 15-20 percent on office supplies, paper and
other needs. Our computerized financial services help
institutions get professional accounting, auditing,
reporting and tax services. All at a minimum expense.
We provide group health insurance. Discounts on MBTA
fares.
Employment listing and resume services. And a
Live Calendar of all cultural events to avoid scheduling conflicts. Our Matching Membership Program
encourages businesses and their employees to support
the arts. We bring staff people and directors from
members organizations together. To meet and discuss
common problems. And to meet with outside experts
to find answers.
30
And businesses benefit from membership in the
Metropolitan Cultural Alliance.

Businesses face dual

pressures for employee and public responsibility.

For

example, businesses are called upon to provide employee
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group health plans,

These. group health plans are available

through Alliance membership for

minimal ~ cost ·; .

Businesses .

can begin to meet both these areas of public and employee
responsibility by contributing to cultural institutions
through the Matching Membership Program.

As the Alliance

writes~

Matching Membership is an employee benefit plan that
brings businesses and arts together. Everyone benefits
from Matching Memberships. Employees discover, enjoyf
and support the arts. Business strengthens the cultural
life in its community. And the arts receive the support
they need to survive and grow. 31
Thus, the Metropolitan Cultural Alliance provides diverse services and programs for its member cultural
institutions, arts organizations, and individuals which are
cost-effective and generally designed by the members to meet
their institutional needs.

And the

Allianc~ · generates

funds

for the support and advancement of the member cultural
institutions.

The Metropolitan Cultural Alliance, as a

model of collaboration, uses the
position of the Alliance to open for /our7 members
new opportunities to increase the memberships, subscriptions, ticket sales and other earnings, without
interfering in the relationship of the institutions
to their publics and without the Alliance assuming
responsibility as a sponsoring organization.
32
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METROPOLITAN. PLANNING PROJECT

Overview

The Metropolitan Planning Project (MPP) is a
collaborative of fifty-six school districts within the Boston
metropolitan area working together voluntarily.

The MPP is,

as its name depicts, a planning collaborative, established
in 1973 by a grant under The Emergency School Aid Act of
1972 from the U.S. Office of Education.

The mandate of

this planning project is to develop a ten year plan for
the phased elimination of racial and ethnic isolation in
the schools of the area through the school districts
collaborating on a voluntary basis.
The programmatic efforts of the MPP are based on
the active participation of groups involved in education school administrators, teachers, parents, students and
community groups - to define problems, to generate ideas,
and to incorporate their respective understandings into a
workable plan.

The ten year formula plan, "Metro Ways to

Understanding", developed after the first year of planning,
"is aimed at promoting voluntary collaboration between
urban and suburban school districts and includes students,
parents, teachers, school principals, superintendents,
cormnunity organizations and others concerned with education. 1133

The plan contains broad policy and program recom-
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mendations for alternative metropolitan education programs
which meet MPP's mandate and objectives.

In 1975, a three

hundred thousand dollar allocation from the U.S. Office of
Education financed fourteen pilot projects to test the
objectives presented in the formula plan.

The projects

included pre-kindergarten through high school age and
I

focused on curriculum in human relations and cultural history
and such topics as business and economics, art ecology, and
energy.34
The MPP is, foremost, a participatory planning
effort.

As an MPP report writes, the project seeks "to

acheive effective community participation in an effort to
design quality learning-environment programs for students."35
''Metro Ways to Understanding" was based on a multitude of
meetings, workshops, presentations, and discussions between
the administrators and faculty, parents, students of collaborating school districts as well as community groups, and
legislators.

However, participation and discussion between

these diverse groups did not conclude with the presentation
of the formula plan.

Rather, "Metro Ways to Understanding

served to focus and structure discussion, "beyond the
initial planning goal to a programmatic and operational
stage."

The ten year plan is, therefore,

a working paper for a changing metropolitan area, not
a blueprint.
It includes a process to develop a
consensus which will meet the ten year goal.
The
Project's intention is to break down artificial
barriers as they exist today and transcend the social
and political barriers as they may occur in the future.
Its mandate is the framework for a consensus, and the
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variety of people and institutions within the Boston
region are the resources for a pluralistic response.
Between the presentation of the ten year plan and June
1975, the recommended metropolitan education programs
will be discussed and debated throughout the Boston
metropolitan area and, then, hopefully, adopted by
school committees and community groups as that debate
continues.36
Further, the MPP has compiled an extensive data
base from the information generated through group dialogue
and staff research.

This data base, in combination with the

group dialogues, has provided an in-depth needs analysis and
resource inventory upon which to develop the recommended
educational programs.
MPP
The MPP is entirely a public effort, funded through
FinanciaT
Structure grants from the U.S. Office of Education under the Emergency
School Aid Act of 1972.

The express purpose of the Emergen-

cy School Aid Act, Section 709(a) (2) of 1972, is:
'

to encourage the voluntary elimination, reduction, or
prevention of minority group isolation in elementary
and secondary schools with substantial proportions of
minority group students.37
In 1975, the MPP additionally received a three hundred
thousand dollar allocation for pilot prograrraning of the
formula plan strategies.
MPP
Governance

The fifty-six school districts in the Boston
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area which voted to
collaborate in planning under the MPP constitutes the
"General Membership" of the project.

These participating

school districts, however, pay no dues to the collaborative.
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The MPP staff and general membership are directed
by a twenty-eight member governing board, which represents
professionals, community power leaders, and consumers.

The

governing board is comprised of representatives of the seventeen local education agencies who have voted to become
applicant agencies, eight members chosen by the advisory
committee of the Project, one member representing METCO, one
member representing the Commissioner of Education of the
Commonwealth, and one member representing the Boston public
schools.

In addition, the Secretary of Education for the

Commonwealth, a representative from the Metropolitan Cultural
Alliance, and a representative each from the Massachusetts
Teachers Association and Massachusetts Federation of Teachers,
sit on the governing board as ex-officio members.

The

governing board serves as the Executive Committee of the
Project, determining all policies, programs, and activities
of the organization.

The governing board additionally

directs the actions of the Executive Director and Project
staff. 38
The governing board is advised by an eighteen
member committee of school administrators, teachers, students, and community group representatives.

The advisory

committee advises the governing board in both program and
policy decisions.
The officers of MPP include a Chairman, ViceChairman, Secretary and

Treasure~.

The Chairman, as executive

officer, "presides at .. all meetings . of
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the - governing ~ board

and of the general membership; reviews proposed agenda of
these meetings with the Executive Director, who has prepared
the same; appoints all committees; and performs any other
duties as the governing board determines from time to time. 1139
The officers are elected at the annual meeting by a quorum
of the membership of the governing board.
The Executive Director of the Metropolitan Planning
Project is selected by a search committee and approved by a
vote of the governing board.

The Executive Director, in

turn, appoints all staff members but subject to the confirmation of the governing board.

The large 1973-75 staff of

the MPP was specialized in areas of planning and research,
and included: support research staff, expanded community
participation staff, design of learning environment staff,
public information staff, administrative staff, and the Local
Education Agency Field Agent staff.

The MPP staff was

supported by summer research assistants, and legal and technical assistants.
Thus, the collaborating groups participated in the
formal and informal governance of the MPP through their active participation or representation on the governing board
or advisory committee.

Both bodies were responsible for the

policy direction of the MPP.

And the governing board parti-

cipated in the daily decisions, and planning operations
through their power of appointment of Director and staff,
and power of approval over all staff proposals and programs.
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MPP
GoaIS

The purpose and major goals of the Metropolitan
Planning Project include:
Purpose:
To plan programs involving the voluntary participation
of communities, organizations, and individuals in the
Boston Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA)
for the purpose of reducing minority pupil isolation. 40
Contextual Goal:
To eliminate ethnic and racial isolation in the Boston
metropolitan area.
Active Goals:
- To initiate a dialogue within the SMSA community
regarding the goals and objectives of the planning
project.
- To encourage and solicit a wide range of participation
from school and community groups in the process of
metropolitan collaboration.41
- To develop the technical and information bases on the
educational, demographic, housing, fiscal, socioeconomic, land use, and ethnic and racial characteristics of the seventy-eight towns and cities in the
Boston Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area.
Program Goals:
- To develop a phased ten year plan for the phased
elimination of racial and ethnic isolation in the
school of metropolitan Boston through school district
collaboration.42
- To develop and test a variety of strategies which
will reduce ethnic and racial student isolation.

MPP
Programs

During the academic year 1974-75, the MPP pilotted
several of the policy recommendations developed through the
participatory planning process and presented in the formula
plan "Metro Ways to Understanding".
included:
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These recommendations

METROPATHWAYS - Quality innovative educational programs
which are accessible to secondary school students of
different socio-economic, racial and ethnic backgrounds
within the metropolitan area by utilizing mass transit
routes.
METROPAIRWAYS - Parents and school personnel from pairs
and triads of city and suburban districts meet to formulate educational programs of equal benefits to the students.
Learning centers are developed in schools and on
third sites and each serve as a supplement to the educational programs of each individual school.
METROCENTER FOR COMMUNICATIONS, COUNSELING, AND RESOURCE
DEVELOPMENT - This center coordinates the metropolitan
educational programs and serves as an information and
resource "bank" for students, parents, community groups
and educators throughout the metropolitan area who wish
to be involved in urban-suburban educational programs and
staff development programs aimed at eliminating racial
and ethnic isolation of students.
METRO ETHNIC HERITAGE RESOURCE CENTERS - These centers
are coordinated within METROCENTER and promote the study,
compilation, production and distribution of materials
and information related to minorities and ethnic groups
of the SMSA. They are also an action program for the
development of other resource centers in the metropolitan
area.43
MPP
Clients"

The purpose and goals of the Metropolitan Planning
Project establish the following clients of their planning
efforts:
Impacted:
(direct
beneficiaries)

student (participants and student body)
faculty, administrators, personnel
parents

Involved:
(participants in
programs/services)

students
parents
faculty, administrators, personnel
community organizations
Massachusetts Department of Education
U.S. Office of Education
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school systems
parents
community organizations
Massachusetts Department of Education
U.S. Office of Education
community at large
General Court

Concerned:
(with program/
service outcomes)

MPP
Role

The Metropolitan Planning Project is a collaboraI

tive planning agency.

Its primary role is therefore program

development and planning.

The large MPP planning staff

develops, plans and pilots programs which utilize the
resources (knowledge, concepts, ideas, data, and facilities)
of participating school districts, representatives, community
groups, and other interest groups.

A substantial component

of the planning stages includes the development of an extensive data base.

The MPP additionally serves a brokering

role to link outside resources (transportation services,
education and ethnic heritage experts, etc.) with its programrning and pilot efforts.

Finally, the MPP staff dissemin-

ates information regarding the MPP planning model to concerned
parties and the general public.
MPP
ParticipantS

The Metropolitan Planning Project is a voluntary
collaboration of diverse participants united in the mutual
desire to reduce ethnic and racial isolation in schools.
The participants in dialogue and planning include: students,
parents, teachers, school principals, superintendents, cornrnunity organizations, and others concerned with education.
These participants contribute their time, energy, and ideas,
data and facilities to collaboration.
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As a collaborative,

the MPP seeks
to develop a structure for meaningful interaction through
participatory planning between comrnunity groups and
school districts and the MPP aimed at the development of
proposals which will reduce ethnic and racial student
isolation, such that a substantial range of educational
problems and their solutions are represented in these
proposals, and such that a substantial representation
from urban and suburban minority groups are involved in
these proprosals.44
Thus, collaboration through the MPP benefits participants as both a product and a process.

First, the MPP program-

ming has developed and designed quality, integrated learning
environment programs which benefit students and their parents,
school faculty, administrators and personnel.

As the MPP

writes, "As a result of city and suburban · exchange of ideas,
the MPP has helped to promote the development of over 78
proposals in 32 cities and towns for the design of new innovative learning environments."45

Secondly, all participants

benefit from the mutual sharing of information and exchange
!

of ideas.

Ultimately, the connnunity at large benefits from

such innovative educational programs and shared understanding.
The MPP "represents one further step in the planning process.
The programs and the implementation procedures recomrnended
are the result of a dynamic and continuing process.

They

signify a commitment to action and an openness to dialogue. 1146
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METROPOLITAN COUNCIL FOR
EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY, INC.

'llle
(ME'D:O)

~tropolitan

Council for Educational

~rtunity,.,

Inc.

is a private, oon-profit, voluntary organization which seeks

prirx::ipally to provide the opportunity for an integrated public sclxlol
education for urban blacks and other mi.oority stu::lents from racially
irobalan:::ed sclxlols by placing them in participating suburban schools.
The rroverrent which led to METCO began in 1963 with a group
of frustrated Boston black parents and educators who desired better
educational opportunities for their children but fourrl the Boston
School Cornnittee unresponsive to their appeals.
has grown rapidly.

The METCO program

Initiated in 1966 with seven suburban Boston

school districts, METCO participation rrore than doubled in the secorrl
year.

In 1968, the MErCO program received four rrajor thrusts to its

develoµrent:
1) The Massachusetts Legislature appropriated furrls through
the Racial Irrbalance Pct for Boston and Springfield METCO
programs;
2) Fiscal r6I!Uileration was roN absorbed by the state via the
Departrrent of Education, Bureau of Equal Educational
(pportunity (BEEO);
3) Afx>ther double in the nurrber of participating towns that
hosted Boston children brought mlunteer towns up to twentyeight;
4) Springfield began participation in a METCO program with the
pioneer efforts of the I.ongm:adow and East I.ongrceadow school
districts.47
And by 1976, METCO participation had grown to forty-h-.o participating
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Boston arx:i Springfield schools arx:i over three th:>usarrl inner city
mi.mrity stu:ients.
~

m::xie1

is the largest program of its kind in the country.

of oollal:x:>ration,

~

As

a

facilitates cooperative association

between schools, parents arx:i stuients.

MEl'CO is responsible for

coordinating sb.rlents, recruiting arx:i placing stuients, busing stuients
to am. fran participating suburban schools, arrl providing suwcrting
services to stuients arrl their schools.

'Ihe participation of the

stud.ents arrl the suburban schools is voluntary.

As

with all collabora-

tions, the suburban school systans are sharing their resources with
the METCO stuients to acheive voluntary urban-suburban integration.
'll1e

voluntary integration generates shared un:lerstandings and ccmruni-

cation between urban arrl suburban stu:ients, teachers arx:i parents;
reduction of feelings of IXJWerlessness and alienation arrong ME:Im
sb.ldents; arrl a higher level of camunity for all participants.
Jean M.::G.lire, Executive Director of

~,

As

writes:

'Ihe MEI'CO program deals with rrany facets of one aspect in school
integration desired by rrost people. It does oot confront the
institutional and individual practices which perpetuate rousing
segregation and economic discrimination. It is the third chapter
of a long book that has yet to be completed, a1::x:mt schools arrl
citizens which accept graciously their share of the burden for the

elimination of racism they have helped to perpetua.te.48
METCO, Inc. has developed a set of guidelines or prerequisites
to an effective collatoration program.

Selection of participating

ME.TCO comnunities will be based on how a camrunity arx:i its school
system has fulfilled or plans to meet the following prerequisites:
1) 'Ihe Number of Stu:ients and Their Placerrent
A ne.N cormunity should be able and wi.lllng to admit at least
eighteen stu:ients in its first enroll.rrent (To be cost effective
a bus carries forty-U..O stud.ents). It is desirable to have the
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sttrlents placed in consecutive grades. 'lllere smuld be roan for
at least ~ to four ME'ICO sttrlents in each potential classroan.
'Ibe rationale for the atove requirarents have to do with problems
related to transportation arrangarents, ecorx:mic considerations
related to busing, educational planning and overall program
efficiencies, and the orientation required by suburban teachers,
administrators, and other school personnel.
2) Incorporating Afro-Arrerican Stu:lies into School Curricula
It is hoped that all schcx:>l systems are already well engaged in
the business of integrating their curricula with Afro-Arrerican
material and that multi-ethnic and nulti-racial texts, trade
bJoks, atrlio-visual aids, magazines, etc. are available and that
they becorre an integrated part of courses with units of stu:ly.
ME'ICO will never reach its full potential for black or white
youngsters unless African and Afro-Arrerican culture, history
and experieoc:e are consciously built into the curriculum at all
grade levels and in all disciplines - social science, history,
science, music and art. Black children and youth must see
the:nselves in the curriculum.
3)

ltm-white Teachers and Administrators
A potential MEK:O conmunity soould show evidence of active and
sincere efforts to recruit teachers and other scmol professionals (counselors, administrators, para-professionals) who are
black. 'Ille presence of corrpetent black personnel is irrq;:ortant
for both black and white sttrlents.

4) Host Family Program
Because ME'ICO students travel many miles to attend school, it is
essential that each ME'ICO sttrlent have a "hane away from hone".
In case of errergency (sickness, transportation failure, stormy
'Neather preventing a return trip to Boston), MEI'CO sttrlents
must have a family or families in the conm..mity to turn to.

5) In-service Hurran Relations Training for Teachers and Adroinistators
All administrators and teachers in a given corrmunity should
rea:>gnize that they are part of the corrmunity culture. We can
not ign::>re the pressing problems of race relations and its
irrpact upon all children. 'Ihere is an urgent need for all
teachers to take every opporunity afforded to becare sensitive
toward the problem of black-white relationships and to recognize
the need for prorroting a greater urrlerstanding of the nultiethnicity and culture of mimrity groups in the greater Boston
area and in our country.
It is the teachers in the ME'IU)-receiving corrmunities who have,
aside from the children the:nselves, the rrost day to day, hour
to oour, involvarent in the program.49
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ME'Im recieved initial furrling in 1966-68 from a grant fran
Financial
Structure the carnegie Coqoration and the U.S. Office of Education urrler Title

ME'K.'O, Inc.

III of the Elercentary arrl Secorrlary F.ducation Act to develop a plan
for urban-suburban education integration.
Today ME'Im, Inc. receives no rrerbership dues oor charges
program assessrrents.

'Ihe ME'Im program has been funded entirely by

public grants urrler Massachusetts General Laws Chapters 506 and 636.
C1apter 506 of the Massachusetts General laws was passed in 1966, to
provide "for the attendance of certain children in public schccls of
cities arrl towns other than the cities or tc:Mns in which they reside."
MEICO receives state furrls urrler Chapter 506 of the Massachusetts
General laws to reirrburse the participating schccl districts for the
tuition of METCD stu::ients.
programs that seek

C1apter 636 administers funding for

"to irrprove the quality of education in cities

undergoing desegregation, and the transp::>rtation required by such
desegregation. 1150 Chapter 636 thus provides funding for the transportation of Mfil'CO stu::ients as well as funding the aJst to participating
aJrrmunities for additional students. 51
Finally, ME'ICO, Inc. raises additional private funds to
finance staff and office operations through benefits and other fun::tions.
ME1CO, Inc.
Governance

METCD, Inc. is governed by a p::>licy-making Board of Directors
aJ!Tp)sed of seventy-three volunteers representing the city and
participating sub.rrban ccmrunities.

A nine merrber executive ccmnittee

is resp::>nsible for supervising the business arrl operations of the
aJllalx>rative.
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'Ihe Executive Director is responsible for the overall opera-

tions of

ME'ICO

within the tx:>licy directions set by the Board of Direc-

tors, arrl by the State Board of F.ducation.

The Executive Director may

also suggest new :EXJlicy areas to the Board.

'Ihe Executive Director is

assisted by an Associate Director, Pdrni.nistrative Assistant and a
full-tirre professional staff.

'Ihe Associate Director is res:EXJnsible

for central office administration, staff and departrrent operations
(transfX)rtation, camrunity liaison, corrbined services, oounseling).
'Ihe Administrative Assistant develops special projects, maintains
. in
. f o:rma tion.
.
52
archives, and directs publ ic
'Ihe staff is organized into functional areas of resp::>nsibility:
transp::>tation, guidance and counseling, curriculum developrent,
corrbined services, and camunity liaison.

'Ihese departrrents provide

a variety of services to parents, stlrlents arrl sclxx:>ls.
1)

Transp?rtation
Transp::>rtation Director - has direct resp::>nsibility for route
planning and design; IIDnitors effectiveness; enforces behavior
arrl safety starrlards; maintains the ME'ICO Transp::>rtation System
(MI'S); plans routing for a centralized trans:EXJrtation system.
TransµJrtation Specialist - assists Director in all functions.
Both Itl6Tlters are available to receive special instructions or
receive erergency calls fran parents regarding transp::>rtation
problems.

2) Counseling and Guidance - is conducted by the ME'Iro staff
psycrologist, social ~rker and guidance counselor whJ provide
counseling, testing, diagn:>sis, and assistance to students in
course selection, training and other college placement assistance.

3) Corrbined Services
Placement Officer - develops and executes plans for the systematic interviewing and placement of students for new arrl replacerrent vacancies in MErCD conmunities; CCX>rdinates with the
Cormrunity Liaison Team, Trans:EXJrtation and other staff rrembers
on su::h activities.
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Recruibrent Specialist - identifies candidates in edt.X;ation
and related fields for placerrent in regular vacancies in

suburban sclrol districts; rreets with personnel directors from
goverment and scixx:>l districts and other edt.X;ational institutions to identify available job opportunities.
Tutorial <J:x:>rdinator - is responsible for the operation of the
tutorial program; maintains records on sttrlents; supervises
activities of tutors; insures that students are pre- and p:>stteste::l. to detennine nee::l. and effectiveness of tutorial sessions.
Within this departnEnt, ME'!ro cx:mtinually assesses needs to
provide additional services. Limitations on funding, ~ver,
ifnEx:>se restrictions on what services can be provided.
4) Conmunity Liaison
At present, five staff rrerrbers function as cormru.nity liaison
personnel. Each rrember of this team is assigned to a specific
nurrber of school districts. '!heir tasks include representing
ME'!ro in discussions cxmcerning sttrlent progress, problem-solving,
assistance to parents and students and other school related
issues. Anong the other duties that these staff nanbers perform
are assisting the Data Center in keeping accurate and tirrely
records of parent addresses and telepoone nurrbers, assisting the
placenent officer in interviewing new stu:ients for the program,
and assisting in the develoµrent of snow chains.53
Finally, MEICO anploys one person for each school ccmrunity
as the MEICO coordinator.

Each ME'!ro coordinator is responsible for

the administrative details of transp:>rtation and after school programs
for .MRK:O students; overseeing the e::l.ucational program of each student
including course selection and any tutoring that might be required;
and ccmnunicating between the ME'ICO staff and school personnel.

M8I'CO

writes, "it has been increasingly clear that an essential and vital
part of the MEICO program in each school cormrunity is the p:>sition of

the coordinator. 54 'Ihus the METCO coordinator brings the ME'ICO
11

administrative staff closer to sclx>ol operations by providing trouble
shooting and camrunications between participants.
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'Ihe major purpose arrl goals of ME'Iro, Inc. inclu:ie:

ME'D'.X)

Q)al.s
Purp?se:
provide a vehicle in which parents of sch:Jol children arrl friends
can cane together to discuss arrl provide programs related to the
educational opp:>rtunities for participating inner-city black arrl
minority students.
'lb

Contextual G::>al:
'lb reduce ethnic and racial isolation arrl provide quality educational opp:>rtunites for children of rretrop:>litan Poston.

Active Q)al.s:
provide the opportunity for an integrated public schJol education for urban black and other minority children fran racially
imbalanced schools in Poston by placing them in suburban schools.

- 'lb

- 'lb

provide a new learning experience for suburban children.

provide closer understarrling arrl cooperation between urban
an:i suburban parents and other citizens in the rretrop:>litan

- 'lb

Poston area.
Program G::>als:
- 'lb provide the transp:>rtation for ME'ICO students between inner-

ci ty h:xre arrl suburban school.
I

provide support services to help the ME'ICO stu:ient adjust to
the different educational envirornrent of the suburban schJol.

- 'lb

- 'lb provide sui;port services to aid staff, students and parents

of the suburban school to help them fully take advantage of the
opp:>rtunity to develop a multi-ethnic and multi-cultural classrcx:m envirornrent.
provide opp:>rtunities for parents of ME'ICO students to corre
together arrl discuss programs related to educational opp:>rtunites
for children and parents.

- 'lb

'Ihe goals arrl objectives establish the following clients of

ME'ICO

Clients
.Mfilm

oollaborative efforts:

~cted:

(direct
beneficiaries)

inner-city black and minority
parents
suburban stt.rlents/parents
faculty arrl administrators
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(Mfilm)

students/

Involved:

(in programs)

Concerned:
(with program/
service outc::om=s)

ME'ICO

METCO students/parents
suburban stu:ients/parents
sub..u:ban school faculty, administrators,
personnel
host families
friends of METCO
State P.oard of Fdocation (acting through the
Bureau of Fqua1 Educational q;iportunity)
bus drivers and ITDnitors
suburban students/parents
suburban sch:x:>l faculty, administrators,
personnel
educators
State Board of Education
cx::irnnunity-at-large

'Th.e goals necessitate facilitation and coordination as the

Role
primary role for MEICO, Inc.

'Th.e METCO program requires careful

coordination and supervision by the METCO staff.

As a METCO brochure

conclu:ies, "the placerrent of black children from Boston into classrooms
of suburban scl:nol systems is a difficult venture.
MEICO than just placing stu:ients on buses each day.

'Th.ere is rrore to
Careful prepara-

tion for this educational and social change is essential. 1155
Specifically, ME'ICO has n...u areas of resp:msibility.
MEm:O facilitates and supPJrts the collaborative association

First,
be~

parents, students, sch<X>l faculty and personnel to provide urbansuburban integration.

In this role, MEITCO coordinates the diverse

program participants and activities; trains bus drivers and designs
tra.nsp::>rtation routes; recruits, places and provides tutoring for
participating students; provides conmunication

be~

participants

and involved parties (such as friends of METCO and the M3.ssachusetts

Depart:rrent of Education); coordinates cornrnmity parent rreetings;
develops long-range plans for expansion and qualitative improverrent of
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the program in the local education agency; disseminates information an

the MEm:O rrodel; and captures public furrls for suburban sch:x:>l reirrburserrent and raises additional funds for program operations.
Secon::Uy, the staff of

ME'Ia)

and services for ME'Im participants.

develops

~rkshops,

programs

M:>st of these programs or

services call up:m the resources of ccmrunity education specialists
(particularly in Afro-Alrerican studies ani ht..man relations). · In
particular, the METCO program deals with: 1) double staniards,
2) human relations, 3) rculti-cultural/pluralistic curricula, 4) Afro-

Alrerican materials.

Such programs incli..rle: 56

1) in-service training ani

~rksoops in htman relations for teachers,
counselors, administrators and in curricula developrent for
directors and teachers. METCO writes,

It is recamended that all METCO participating cormunities
recognize and require teachers to participate in in-service
curriculum and hunan relations ~rkshops sp::>nsored by the
curriculum corrp:ment of METCO. 'Ibis will assist teachers in
developing the knowlerlge, attitudes ani interpersonal skills
needed for quality education in the integrated classroan ••••
/Further7, the curriculum departrrent of METCO has developed a
Series of in-service ~rksOOps designed to increase knowlerlge
ani urrlerstanding about Afro-Alrerican History and culture.
The ME'Im curriculum resource library contains numerous
educational resources, teacher references, audio-visual
materials, and bJoks baserl on the Afro-Alrerican experience.
The Curriculum Departrrent also coordinates ~rkshops designed
to assist teachers clarify, m::xlify and re-examine their own
attiti..rles about race and cultural differences; and the effect
these attitudes have on teacher corrpetency and sensitivity in
the integrated classroan.57
2) programs for stu:lents, teachers, and/or parents.

The "Black
Studies Curriculum Project" is a program funderl jointly by METCO
arrl the Newton Public Sch:x:>ls to systematically develop curricula
on Afro-Alrerican history and culture for all grade levels in the
Newton Public Schools. In Brookline's "M..llticultural Program",
a ME'TCO team consisting of a coordinator and three multicultural
teachers ~rks with teachers arrl administrators 1) to irrprove
how they teach human relations, and 2) to irrprove how they
~rk with their colleagues or children (i.e. positive role
m:rlels).
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3} orientation programs for students, scln:>l administrators, personnel, school staff, bus drivers, and rronitors.
ME'ICO

.r.bre than any other collaborative described thus far, MEim is

Participants
deperrlent upon many participants, rrostly unpaid and voluntary,
in colla.lx>ration.

~rking

"Involvenent is crucial to the success of each

child's education. 11 58

Beyond the efforts of the ME'Im staff and ME'ICO

coordinator, major participants in the ME'Im program are: State Board
of F.ducation, parents of MSrCO students, suburban schx>l systans, and
suburban host families.
State Board of F.d.ucation:
'Ihe role of the State Board of F.d.ucation is the setting of
policy guidelines for the operation of the

ME'lt:O

program in Boston59,

and the rammeration of conmunities, through a METCO account, for the

direct costs of ME'Im student tuitions.

All camunities that wish to

participate in ME".It:O rrust sul::mit plans that de:ronstrate c-arpliance with
Board guidelines for approval of the Board of F.d.ucation.

These respon-

sibilities have been established for the Board by Chapter 636 of 1974.
'Ihe statute further requires, "the board shall provide technical and
other assistance to any city or town, or regional scln:>l district, in
the forrm.llation and irrplerentation of any such plan" for urbansuburban desegregation.60

'Ihe Bureau of F.qua1 F.d.ucational ~unity

provides technical assistance in the fm:rnulation and irrplerentation of
plans to these suburban cornnunities on behalf of the Board of F.d.ucation.
Such technical assistance in plan fonnation is also available fran
ME".It:O, Inc •
ME'ICO Students and '!heir Parents:
ME'Im

students and their parents volunteer to participate.
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Students are chosen on a first-cate, first-serve, basis fran racially
imbalanced schools thereby insuring a fair cross section of the awlicants.

All

MEID:O

stu:lents nay be narbers in a .MEm::O stu:lent council.

'!he main purpose of the student council is to provide sui;:port for
.MEm::O students through maintaining cx:mnunication arrong students in all

commmities.

In

this effort it SJ:XlilSOrs educational arrl social events.

Parents of ME'Im students are encouraged to becare actively
involved in the MBim program.

'!he ME'Im program nay require a

difficult adjust:rrent experience for the student.

Parents krxJwledge-

able of the p::>tential stt.rlent difficulties can ease any difficult
adjust:rrent period their child :rray encounter.

Arrl parents are irrp::>rtant

role m:xlels for their children arrl their personal attitt.rles towards
hurran relations and their cornnittrrent to the METCO program can reinforce
or urrlo their child's suburban education experience.

'As

the METCO

Parent Han:fuook exhorts,
METCO deperrls on all of us v.crking together. Develop your leadership as parents, share resp::>nsibility and infonnation arrl v.crk for
real change by helping ME'ICO and its participating cxmnunities
reach the goals planned in 1966. Any activity that does rot allow
your participation in its governaoce should be vi~ as lll1v.crthy
of your tirre. METCO must have your participation to help your
children to learn and achieve. What is irnp::>rtant arrl successful
for you will be irrp::>rtant for them. 'Ihey are why you are involved. 61
In

order to ensure the irrp::>rtant cooperation of the parents of METCO

students, '!he Parent Handl:x:X>k sets the following minimum cnrrlitions
for parent participation:62
1) Each parent rrust attend orientation during the period of ti.Ire
specified by the ME'ICO office.
2) Each parent must ensure that his or her child adheres to the
METCO bus regulations for safety and cnnduct.
3) Each parent rrust atterrl four of six carrcu.mity parent rreetings
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)

per year at the ME'ICO office.

Parents are responsible for
conducting their own ccrcm.mity rreetings. .METCO staff and
COJrdinators can be available to assist, if requested.

4) Parents nrust attend parent, teacher and student conferences at
the ME:ICO office, when callerl, with the guidance, counselin;J or
tutorial staff regarding a student's academic and behavioral
progress.
5) F.ach parent rrust make personal visits to his or her child's
school at least four ti.Ires per year (b.u during the first
serrester, Septerrber-Decarber; and b.u during the second senester,
January-May) for conferences with teachers, open house, guidance
counselor or principal, and especially, when a child is praroted
or there is a schedule change.
Other Conditions
1) Corrmunication should be established and maintainerl with host
pa.rents, if your child has one, or with other suburban-based
groups. Your liaison team rrercber or COJrdinator will provide
you with the necessary info:rrnation.
2) Parents and families should becc:ne involved in other activities
of METCO such as school cornnittee rreetings, carmittee Y.Drk,
recreational events and field trips. We expect all parents
and stu:ients over eighteen to be registered and active voters.
3) Parents are expected to volunteer at least twelve oours per
year for special projects and other activities at ME'ICO and at
your child's school.
Parents of METCO youngsters are organized into groups, each
group representing the suburban town in which their youngsters are
students.

F.ach group selects

parent council.

~

representatives to serve on the

'lhe council serves in an advisory role to the METCO

staff and as an information link between METCO participants.
Through their participation in ME'ICO, black and other minority
students and their parents have benefiterl from interaction and learning
experiences with the white suburban students.

r.Dreover, METCO affords

black students and their parents a rreasure of equal educational
opp::>rtunity and educational equity heretofore imp:>ssible in rrost innercity schools.
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Suburban School Districts:
'Ihe suburban sclx:>ol district is responsible to provide the

sane educational an:i support services to ME'ICO students as their
regularly enrolled students.

'Ihe school district must provide addition-

al StJR)()rt services (counseling, tutoring, etc. ) when required by the
ME'ICO stu::lent.

ME'ICO, Inc. aids the school system in these special

support services.

'Ihe State Eoard of F.ducation guidelines require,

'Ihe educational an:i social support required is the responsibility
of the teachers and other school staff of the IBA, with the
coordinator as an important rrerrber of the supportive team. 'Ihe
major function will include strategies that will:
1) Assist the ME'ICO µ.ipils in adjusting educationally and
socially to a different educational environrrent;
2) Provide local role m:dels as a source of inspiration and
encouragerrent for greater learning;

3) Assist with the administrative functions directly pertaining
to ME'ICO within the ccmnunities.63
Although the suburban school systerrs pay no tuition for
ME'ICO stu:ients and. are generally reirrbursed for ad<;litional program

experrlitures from ME'ICO, Inc., school systems must contribute teacher

tirre and. school facilities for in-service training and.

~rkshops.

M:>reover, the school must be of strong ccmnitrrent to the ME'ICO program
and. be receptive to curricula changes, staff developrent efforts and

other involvement of MSICO, Inc.

In

return, the suburban programs

have assiste:i, however minimally, in educational desegregation, have
diversified their curricula, arrl have offered their principally white
student body a new learning experience.
'Ihe suburban schools benefit imreasurably fran participation
in programs.
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ME'OCO is seen as an opp:>rtunity for suburban Boston comrunities
to irrprove the quality of their resi;:ective school systems and

to provide new learning experiences for their resident students
as well as for children fran Boston. '!he ME'Im students bring
fresh insights and new persi;:ectives to the suburban classrcx:m.
M81CO is a 0..0-way street benefiting all children.
M:>reover, the school has benefitted from the concanitant developnent of
black stu:lies and human relations curricula.

'!he M81CO program

additionally benefits the school faculty and persormel.

the

As

Lincoln Host Family Cornnittee writes,
MEIB:O attracts teachers with the kin::l of notivation and conmitlrent
that tends to enrich the school program. It provides teachers
already in the system opy;ortunity for personal and professional
grc:Mth.

has brought black adults into the classroans, which rrakes
for greater diversity and_provides positive role m:xlels for both
black and white: strlrlent.s. o4

ME"TCO

Host Families:
Host families are least involved in ME"TCO activities, but are
nevertheless impJrtant.

Host families are suburban families which

have opened their hare and friendship to a MEit::O sttrlent.
family provides a horre-away-frcm-h:::ne

to

The host

the ME"TCO sttrlent in tines of

inclerrent weather, after sch:)()l activity, or energency.

'Ihe ME'Im

office has prepared a detailed list of guidelines for host family
selections and functions.

Both the suburban family and

ME"TCO

sttrlent

benefits fran the exchange of frien:lships and conm.mication.
In conclusion, the voluntary collaboration achieved through
the efforts of MET(X), Inc. confer substantial benefits to the diverse
program participants.

As

the State Board of &lucation writes, "one

must not overlook the simultaneous human relations benefits occuring to
hundreds of white students, teachers, and educators who share the
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integrated experiences nade :i;x::>ssible by the Mmm ooncept. 1165 And, as
Dr. Julian Derreo, Jr. , the superinten:ient of the Braintree Public

Schools, coocludes,
Better understanding, closer cx::x:>peration, new learning experiences,
arrl improved educational op:i;x::>rtunity between bligk5 arrl whites are
the outcorres of the ME'ICO program in Braintree.
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EDUCATIONAL COLLABORATIVE
FOR GREATER -BOSTON., INC.

Overview

The Educational Collaborative for Greater Boston,
Inc., is a private non-profit corporation organized under
Chapter

iao

of the Massachusetts General Laws.

It is the

largest multi-purpose collaborative in Massachusetts.
Originally chartered in 1969 by seven school districts,
EdCo today includes twelve school systems from metropolitan Boston:
Boston, Boston Archdiocese, Bedford, Brookline
Cambridge, Lexington, Lincoln-Sudbury Regional
High, Medford, Newton, Sudbury, Waltham, Watertown.
These school systems are member districts within the
collaborative.

EdCo also boasts the largest staff of

the collaboratives here surveyed, with thirty to forty
persons in-office, and two hundred and fifty persons on
the EdCo payroll.
Financial
Structure

EdCo had its inception in a Federal Title III
grant to stimulate voluntary urban/suburban interaction.
Today, however, EdCo has several forms of funding to
support its four and one-half million dollar budget.
First, the twelve school systems which subscribe
to EdCo pay fees based on their student enrollment. Each
school system is assessed about seventy-five cents per
pupil up to a maximum of ten thousand dollars for each
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member system.

In 1977, EdCo received sixty thousand

dollars in school membership fees.
Secondly, EdCo is also eligible for federal, state
and private foundation grants and contracts.

State cont-

racts provide the majority of EdCo's subsidization.

For

example, EdCo contracts with the state Department of Education to provide "special education" programs and services
under Chapters 753, 767 of the Massachusetts General Laws.
This 'quasi-public' status permits EdCo to act as an extension of the public school systems yet have the freedom
and grant eligibility of a private non-profit corporation.
Onder such - an arrangement, EdCo can operate the Brookline/
Newton Pre-school For Handicapped and Hearing-Impaired
Children as a private school located within a public
school financed with both public and private funds.
Executive Director John Greene identifies this quasipublic status as a critical element to EdCo's success.
Thirdly, EdCo charges assessments for many programs and services, and receives tuitions for several
long-running programs.
Thus, EdCo supports a diversified funding base
which includes grants, direct contracts with the state,
and the pooled monies of member school systems directed
to the collaborative as membership fees and program
assessments.

In 1974, only three percent of the funding

for programs was provided through membership fees. Ninety-
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seven percent of the funding was provided by contracts,
grants, and program assessment~. 67
EdCo, Inc.
Governance

EdCo is governed by a Board of Directors comprised
of the superintendent and a school committee representative
from each member district and a representative of
pendent schools.

t~e

inde-

Each director serves at the pleasure of

the school district he/she represents, but sits on the
board as a private member with individual veto powers. The
President of the Corporation presides at the meetings of
the Board.

The President is vested by the By-Laws as the

Cheif Executive Officer of the corporation with "general
supervision and control of its affairs" but "subject to
the direction of the Board of Directors."
policy for the collaborative.

The Board sets

Meeting five times a year,

the Board has the power of approval/disapproval over all
.
.
.
maJor
co 11 a b orative
proJects.

68

The more frequent EdCo decisions are made by the
advisory committees, the staff and Executive Director.
There are many advisory committees.

A central group is

the advisory conunittee for curriculum structure and studies
made up of the assistant superintendents of all member
school systems.

This advisory conunittee, which conducts

the needs assessments on which to base the educational
programs , necessarily meets frequently.

There are addi-

tional advisory cormnittees for each program area. The
special education advisory committee is the most active
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of the pr.ogram advisory groups.
Much of the large EdCo staff is specialized in
areas of educational problems and programming, and is
divided into specific areas of program responsibility.
This large, specialized staff has a reputation for competance and innovation.

Program area logos enhance the

image of specialization and professionalism.

EdCo,Inc_
Goals

The major purpose and goals of EdCo include:
Purpose:
EdCo exists to provide both programming and services
to schools at lower cost with provisions for higher
quality than that which can be provided by a single
school district. 69
Contextual Goal:
To increase the quality of education for general and
special needs students in metropolitan Boston schools,
and to eliminate ethnic and racial isolation in those
schools.
Active Goals:
to provide cost-effective services and programs on
a collaborative basis to meet significant education
needs of metropolitan Boston students and their
school districts.
- to generate alternative programs which bring together
white and non-white students in innovative learning
environments.
Program Goals:

include -

a.)

Special Education Programs • ,>
These· programs seek'- to· develop ·.
and maintain educational enviruiliaents for
low-incidence handicapped students presently
in state institutions or making the transition into the community.
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b.) Urban-Suburban Programs - seek to
promote the use of community resources
while bringing together students from
diverse backgrounds in voluntary,
interracial and crosscultural learning at a neutral third site. Some
students participate in intensive,
short-term experiences in areas such
as politics and government, international education, American social
and cultural history, or environmental studies.
c.) Industry-Based Career Education Programsprovide students the opportunity to
explore the large variety of jobs, to
acquire basic knowledge or skills related to particular careers, and so
to make informed career decisions.
Students work part-time after school
and full-time during the summer while
continuing study and receiving credit
for their participation.
d.) permanent programs - such as the Reading
and Learning Center which seeks to
establish a diagnostic tutoring and
training center to provide remedial
activities in basic skill areas for
students with learning difficulties.
Service Goals:
to provide numerous educational services to member
school districts including: teachers' and administrators' in-service training, curriculum and material
development and dissemination, evaluation and conferences on timely topics.
70
EdCo, Inc.
Clients

The contextual goal establishes the students of
metropolitan Boston as the major clients of EdCo.
specifically, EdCo's clients include:
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More

Education Programs

School Services

Irneacted:
(direct
beneficiaries)

all students
teachers
special needs students
administrators
alienated students
racially-isolated students
adults

Involved:
(in programs)

all students
faculty
State Board of Education
advisory committee members
special education experts
community professionals
with whom students intern
career education employers
funding sources

Concerned:
(with program/
parents
service outcomes)health agencies
State Board of Education
employers
interested community
groups
community at large
taxpayers
funding sources

EdCo, Inc.
Roles

teachers
administrators
education experts
funding sources

school personnel
parents, students
State Board of
Education
community at large
taxpayers
funding sources

The above goals and clients require EdCo, Inc. to
serve the following roles:
First, EdCo, Inc. is responsible for program development and ' coordin.: ition.

As EdCo writes, "program

development is an on-going, creative process tapping the
talents and resources of member school systems as well
as EdCo staff mernbers.Jl Additionally, EdCo brokers the
services of education experts and other resources (such
as Lesley College) in teacher training institutes, and
other workshops and seminars.
Secondly, EdCo provides a communications link
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between member school districts, and between school districts
and several state agencies.

The EdCo staff maintains close

contact with the Massachusetts Department of Education,
other academic institutions, and educational groups. 72
Thirdly, EdCo provides fundraising to support
collaborative activities.

EdCo exists as an intermediate

agency between the State and Federal education off ices
and the local school district to capture funding.
Finally, EdCo disseminates information on its
innovative programs and services to education officials
and other interested school systems.
In sum, EdCo develops ideas, implements those
ideas, modifies the programs according to an on-going
evaluation, and then disseminates information on the
model's success so that it can be replicated by many
school systems.
EdCo, Inc.
Participants

73

Thus, school systems -- administrators, faculty,
students, officials -- are united in collaborative programs and services with other school systems. Additionally,
educational experts and other community resources are
coordinated to meet the service needs of school systems.
In their role as participants, school systems
contribute staff, physical facilities, academic credit,
assessments, and students towards collaborative programs
and services.

Participation in EdCo is voluntary.

school system becomes a member by vote of its school
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A

committee and approval of the EdCo Board of Directors.
Once members, school systems are required to pay annual
membership dues but are not bound to participate in the
different programs or services.

At program proposal stage,

a memo is distributed to members to inform them of the
program and encourage their participation.
Membership in EdCo extends many benefits to
school systems, including:
innovative programs and services which would not
be possible if not for collaboration through EdCo;
- cost-savings for services and programs which
school systems would otherwise have to develop
independently and at higher costs;
- specialized educational services designed by
knowledgeable program staff and education experts
which assist school systems meet state and federal
mandates;
- administrative and faculty support services such as
teacher in-service training, curriculum and material
development, and evaluation workshops;
- exchange of ideas which ends . isolation between
school systems, education agencies, and education
experts.
Thus, EdCo provides many planning and service activities
under its 'umbrellat designed to meet the varied needs
of metropolitan Boston school systems through collaboration.
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VOLUNTARY EDUCATIONAL COLLABORATIVES

Overview

Voluntary Educational Collaboratives (VEC)1, is a name
given to a group of over forty-three formal educational
organizations serving three hundred and ten cities in
Massachusetts. 74

These educational organizations provide

the opportunity for local schools to collaborate to overcome
many fiscal and administrative nepds.

Educational collabora-

tives are thus innovative responses to local educational
problems and needs.

They facilitate the pooling of resources

and the sharing of costs between school districts to
strengthen and supplement their school programs.

Schools

increasingly face problems of
declining enrollments, declining revenues and declining
test scores, the cooperative resource sharing may prove
to be of greater value to member districts.
Increased
efforts will be needed for local communities to maintain quality programs in which to share resources and
to evaluate the results of education endeavors ....
As the problems of the future become more complex we
recognize the necessity of education establishing
closer partnerships with parents, communities, business
and other agencies that can assist in improving services
for children. 75
Voluntary Educational Collaboratives are organized
principally under Chapter 797, and Chapter 40, Section 4E
of the Massachusetts General Laws. 76

The majority of

collaboratives have been organized under Chapter 40, Section 4E which was enacted in 1970 to permit two or more
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school committees to authorize an agreement for joint
educational activities. 77

And Chapter 797 was enacted in

1974 to more specifically enable the school committees of
"cities, towns and regional school districts" to "enter
into an agreement with one or more other such committees
to conduct jointly education programs and services which
permit such committees to supplement or strengthen school
programs and services. 1178

Voluntary Educational Collabora-

tives may additionally organize under Chapter 180 as private
non-profit organizations.
The distinctive feature of the educational
collaborative concept is its flexibility.

Educational

collaboratives are not intended as permanent structures, nor
are they consolidations of school systems.

Rather, educa-

tional collaboratives exist only to service the needs of
schools.

Local school committees, who retain their local

'
autonomy, have the power to initiate a collaborative
and to

dismantle that collaborative if it is either unresponsive
to the school district or has met the school district need.
"A collaborative should continue only as long as it provides
efficient and effective solutions to education problems
confronting the individual school system.

In the event

that a collaborative is no longer viewed as useful by its
members, it should not continue."79
Participation in an educational collaborative is
voluntary.

A local school system, upon unanimous vote of
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its school committee, can join an educational collaborative
as dues paying members.

The local school system can elect

not to participate in collaboration, in the same manner.
Educational collaboratives are thus designed as voluntary,
"adhocratic"80 instrumentalities of the localities.

The

Massachusetts Board of Education sets general policy guidelines for the Voluntary Educational Collaboratives.

Within

these state guidelines, the characteristics of voluntary
educational collaboratives vary greatly, being shaped by
the local needs of the member school districts.

Some are

single purpose and are formed to solve one focused problem
for their member school systems (such as a special needs
collaborative); others are multi-purposed and respond to
the multiple needs of member districts.
Merrimack
The Merrimack Education Center (MEC) is one of
Education
Center the largest and oldest voluntary educational collaboratives
in Massachusetts.

MEC was established in 1966 by a three

year grant under Title III of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965 to initiate supplementary service
centers.

Today, the Merrimack Education Center is organized

as a voluntary educational collaborative under Chapter 797
and as private non-profit organization under Chapter 180
with twenty-two member cities and towns.

MEC serves over

ninety thousand students and over six thousand teachers and
administrators in northeastern Massachusetts.

The Merrimack

Education Center holds to the view that,
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MEC is not an answer.
It is a means to an answer.
It
provides options for change. /It7 provides a choice.
Its goal is to help members acheive their aspirations.
It is a vehicle to be used by students, teachers,
administrators and towns.
If it isn't used, it has no
future. Without it, each member district will have to
do it alone.
It is the opportunity to try-out and
share in the development of new approaches and ideas.
The chance to solve a problem when it is pertinent.
It
is the opportunity to be a cause, not an effect.81
Merrimack
The Merrimack Education Center's financial strucEducation
Center ture is reflective of many large multi-purpose collaboraFinancial
Structure tives. As a public agency and private non-profit organization, MEC is eligible to receive three forms of funding.
First, MEC charges a per

capit~

for membership in the collaborative.

annual assessment

This assessment,

which is intentionally quite small (twenty-five cents per
pupil) is charged to assure a two way accountability between
MEC and its members.

School systems are assessed a nominal

fee in the hope that the community will remain interested
in the operations of the collaborative in order to supervise their expenditures.

MEC, in turn, will remain respon-

sive to a consumer client.

Dr. Lavin suggests another

reason for the small membership assessment.

If MEC were to

charge membership assessments, MEC would be forced to customize and/or equalize services.

This approach is unfeasible

for most collaboratives. 82
Secondly, MEC charges assessments for programs
and services.

Schools "buy into" programs and services

upon the vote of individual school wards.
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Additionally,

MEC may receive tuitions for certain long running or continuous programs.
Finally, MEC, as extensions of the school systems,
is eligible to receive federal and state grants and contracts.
Under Chapter 797, state and federal grants administered by
the Massachusetts Department of Education may be distributed
directly to a collaborative's trust fund.

Other public

monies, intended for support of collaboration, can be distributed only to a local school system but are redirected
through program assessments and state school districts
grants (up to ten thousand dollars) to the collaborative.
As a private, non-profit organization, MEC is further eligible for business and private foundation grants.

From

July 1, 1976 to March 31, 1978, MEC accounted for over
three quarters of a million dollars from program assessments
and received the same amount in state, federal and school
district grants.

All funds are required by the state to be

deposited in a collaborative trust fund, to be distributed
only by the Treasurer of that collaborative.
The Massachusetts Board of Education, Chapter 797
Merrimack
Education
Center or Chapter 40, Section 4E, set the guidelines for the
Governance
Structure organization of voluntary educational collaboratives.
Accordingly, the Merrimack Education Center:
- operates with a Board of Directors comprised of a
school committee member from each participating
school system, the superintendent of schools or a
representative of each school committee, and the
coordinator of a state Regional Education Center in
which a majority of the school systems are located.
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- operates under a formal binding agreement between/
among school committees which must be approved by the
State Department of Education.
- may hire a full-time staff and a director. 8 3
MEC's Board of Directors exercises a policy making function,
directing policy instructions to the Executive Director and
MEC staff.

The board is additionally required to work

closely with the Regional Education Centers, reviewing
annual collaborating agreements, making recommendations or
changes, and reviewing the annual collaborative report.

The

operating and program decisions are made by the MEC Executive
Director and staff, but are subject to approval of the board.
Each major program is advised by a committee of administrators, parents and teachers.
Voluntary Educational Collaboratives, including
MEC, are accountable to both the State Department of Education and the local school systems.

The collaborative must

comply with state regulations while responding to local
school district needs.

The collaborative board is account-

able to the local education districts who determine the
collaborative exeistence.
Merrimack
The purpose and major goals of the Merrimack
Education
Center Education Center are reflective of the goals of other
Goals
voluntary educational collaboratives throughout the state. 84
The program amd service goals, however, will vary with the
nature of the collaborative and the needs of the member
districts.
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Purpose:
To establish a vehicle by which local school systems
might join together in providing an alternative delivery
system to fulfill current and temporary local need(s).
Contextual Goal:
To enlarge the scope, quality and accessibility of
programs and services in education.
Active Goals:
"Centering VEC viewpoints is the conviction that the
education enterprise is improvable and can be made more
efficient."85
- To assist school districts to provide certain education services more effeciently than the school districts could do individually.
- To assist local school administrators to be more
responsive to the needs of their academic community
and community at large.
Merrimack
The services of the Merrimack Education Center are
Education
Center available to every local school district within the region
Programs &
Services on a voluntary basis.
School systems select those programs
that help meet the needs of their students and staff from
among the following:
- In-service programs for staff development
- Special education programs and classes
- Teacher training Resource Center
- Professional Information Center
- Evaluation of local districts
- Educational Management Development
- State wide collaborative coordination through the
Massachusetts Organization of Educational Collaboratives
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- Liaison with state colleges and other educational
agencies
- Local capacity building and assistance to the regional
offices in state capacity building
Merrimack
The purpose and goals of the Merrimack Education
Education
Center Center and all voluntary educational collaboratives, estabClients
lish the following clients for collaborative efforts.

Impacted:
(direct
beneficiaries)

Education Program

Supporting Services

general students
special student
needs

teachers
administrators
school personnel

Involved:
(participants in
programs/services)

students
teachers

teachers
administrators and
. school personnel
education experts

administrators and
school personnel
parents (occasionally)
school systems
school systems
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Department of
: Department of
Education
Education
MOEC
MOEC
state colleges
~tate colleges
Concerned:
(with program/
service outcomes)

parents
teachers
school systems
Massachusetts
Department of
Education
MOEC
taxpayers
community groups
welfare and health
agencies

school personnel
students
Massachusetts
Department of
Education
MOEC
taxpayers
community groups

Merrimack
The Merrimack Education Center is one of the few
Education
Center multi-purpose collaboratives87 in the state. MEC is princiRole
pally a brokering agency in the belief that many resources
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already exist at the local, national and state levels which
may be linked to meet the needs of school districts.

MEC

describes the style of operation characteristic of the center
as one of both linking and brokering.

"In planning for the

more effective uses of resources we attempt to do things that
schools cannot do alone and to suggest joint programs. 1188
The brokering role permits a small collaborative staff by
circumventing the need for a large planning and development
staff.

MEC maintains an administrative staff of three, a

program staff of five, and a technical and support staff of
fourteen.

Brokering also avoids the needless duplication

of existing services, programs and resources.
A second role for the Merrimack Education Center
is fundraising.

MEC seeks funding support from private and

public agencies for support of school programs and services.
Finally, MEC conducts school district needs assessments which form the basis for collaborative programs and
services.

"We have found it to be of significant importance

to keep updated on needs, trends and directions that are
external to the regions as well, through a process of monitoring state and federal goals and guidelines. 1189

The

Merrimack Education Center also collects and tabulates other
education data for local school districts and the Massachusetts Department of Education.
Merrimack
Thus, the Merrimack Education Center links member
Education
Center school districts - students, teachers, administration, and
Participants
personnel - with resources at state, national and local
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levels.

Besides the actual programs and service partici-

pants there are major participants in MEC and other voluntary educational collaboratives.
Local school districts are ultimately responsible
for the actions of the collaborative.

The local school

district initiates the collaborative and, acting through
the board, establish collaborative goals.

To ensure respon-

siveness of the collaborative to the local school district,
state guidelines require:
1) each district elect a cormnittee member to serve as
a voting member of the collaborative, one member to
be elected chairman and one member to be treasurer.
2) collaboratives to prepare an initial fiscal and .program
audit of the collaborative to be undertaken at least
annually by the particular school system. Every
third year a report should be forwarded to the Department of Education.
3) the treasurer is the only person authorized to
appropriate funds.
4) members can vote out the existance of the collaborative.
5) local funds cannot be committed to a collaborative
program without the authority of each member cornmunity. 90
Thus there are a number of checks to ensure that the Merrimack Education Center and other collaboratives remain the
instrumentalities of the member school districts.
The state role is to encourage and fund the development of MEC and other collaboratives.

The Board of Educa-

tion sets guidelines, and conducts educational programs and
services.

The Department of Education maintains close

contact with the collaborative by requiring that a represen-
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tative of the Regional Education Center (state education
agency) sit as an ex-officio member on the board of each
collaborative.
The Merrimack Education Center is thus directed
within the goals and guidelines set by these two bodies.
In their accountability, the collaborative boards are required to formalize communication procedures with member
districts by maintaining and distributing the minutes of
their meetings to all board members and all member school
committees, and the Regional Education Center.
In conclusion, the Merrimack Education Center, and
other voluntary educational collaboratives, confer multiple
benefits to the member school districts.

In particular, MEC:

- implements school improvement programs to aid faculty
and administration in better conducting their responsibilities;
- strengthens and supports education programs for the
general student body and special needs students;
- supplements the curricula with innovative programs
using the resources of other educational institutions
and community groups;
- conducts workshops and information seminars for
parents and interested community groups;
- provides information services for schools including
needs assessments and other data;
- raises funds for school district programs and services;
- generates greater equal education opportunity by
providing the districts of smaller budgets and
sparser population to provide programs and services
not otherwise available.
As the Merrimack Education Center writes,
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The rationale is simple; school people, by necessity,
have to devote almost all of their time and resources
to operating school programs. This leaves little time
for them to research and implement new and improved
methods of education. MEC recognizes the urgent need
to assist those who manage the educational enterprise
during a time of social change and economic stress.
The Center constantly reviews the needs of schools
and works at bringing resources and schools together
in efficient and cost-conscious ways.91
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BOARDS OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

Overview

A Board of Cooperative Educaticnal Services
(BOCES or Cooperative Board) is an educational agency that
serves an assemblage of local school districts within a
region.

Cooperative Boards are a product of the regional

(or 'intermediate') school district movement in New York
State.

Such regionalism occurs as school district re-

organization on a program or service basis for the
sharing of resources over a broadened base of multiple
districts.

Cooperative Boards exist to foster cooperation

and collaboration between school systems.

They do not

establish another educational structure in place of
school systems, nor do they consolidate school systems.
In consolidation, the separate school jurisdictions
loose their identity as they are merged into a
single governing structure.
In regionalism, the
local districts retain their identity and local
boards of education give up only iimited responsibility and authority to the intermediate or
regional districts. 92
A Cooperative Board is thus a flexible agency which
exists in addition to the boards of education of individual school districts for specific collaborative
programming.
The State Legislature authorized the first
0

Cooperative Boards in 1948 as regional agencies through
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)

which local school districts sould mount a cooperative effort
to meet their similar needs ... and pool funds, talents, and
energies."93

Today there are forty-six Cooperative Boards

in New York State serving more than seven hundred local
school districts.

"A Cooperative Board's classrooms, staff

and services are available to every school district in that
region to be drawn on according to local needs and as each
district sees fit.

Accordingly, a Cooperative Boeard's

offerings are dictated by local needs and demands." 94 Thus, each
Cooperative Board has different characteristics and offers
different programs and services according to the particular
needs of that region.

BOCES in Nassau County is the largest

Cooperative Board in the State, serving fifty-six local
school districts in 1977.
Conceptually, the Cooperative Board exists to
service the local school systems within a region.

As

the Regents of the University of the State of New York
write,
The regents reaffirm the role and responsibility
of local school districts and view Cooperative
Service Districts as extensions of these districts
and the means by which larger pupil bases and
greater financial, technical, and professional
resources can be brought to bear upon school
disrtict operations, with the concurrance of local
districts.
95
BOC ES

F i ·n anc ia 1

A Cooperative Board is a public agency.

It has

Structure
no taxing authority, but it does have several sources of
funding:
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First, the school systems within each Cooperative
Board subscribe on an annual basis.

Rather than paying

dues, the participating school systems pay for the administrative and rental costs of the Cooperative Board which
are apportioned among school distticts on a pro-rated basis.
In the beginning of the year, the distrcits are charged an
assessment which is an estimation of the year's Cooperative
Board operating costs.

When the year concludes, any fiscal

deficit shown by a year-end audit is additionally charged
to the local school districts, and any surplus is returned
to the districts.
Secondly, the Cooperative Boards charge assessments
or tuitions for most services and programs offered.

These

costs are apportioned according to the district's student
population and participation in programs.

Smaller school

districts of sparse population may receive certain services
on a part-time basis or may share their membership costs with
other smaller districts.
Finally, the Cooperative Boards receive substantial
state subsidization through grants or contracts for programs
and services.

Each Cooperative Board may additionally re-

ceive federal financial support.
The state grants, membership assessments, and
program/service charges provide the majority of support for
Cooperative Boards.
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BOC ES
Governance

Each Cooperative Board is governed by a policy-

making Board of Education.

The members of the Board are

elected from the boards of education of the school districts
that have elected to join the Cooperative Board for that
year.

The members may number from five to nine.
The Chief Executive Officer of a Cooperative

Board is appointed by the members of that Cooperative
Board with the approval of the state Commissioner of
Education.

He/she must be a district superintendent

and an officer of the State Department of Education.
The Chief Executive Officer administers the Cooperative
Board in accordance with state law and the Board's
policy direction.
The Chief Executive Officer is accountable
to the Cooperative Board and the Commissioner of
Education.

The Cooperative Board is formally accoun-

table to the school district boards and the Comissioner
of Education.

However, a study of BOCES for the state

Department of Education advocates, "BOCES, in as much
as they are dependent upon the support given them by
local districts, must be held fully accountable for
what they accomplish."
BOCES
Goals

96

The major purpose and goals of the Boards of
Cooperative Educational Services include:
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Purpose:
To establish a manageable and cost-effective vehicle
by which local school districts may enlarge the scope,
quality, and accessibility of programs .and services in
education.
Contextual Goals:
To enlarge the scope, quality, and accessibility of
programs and services in education.
Active Goals:
To assist school districts provide educational services
and programs more efficiently and cost-effectively
than the school districts could do individually.
- To assist local school administrators be more
responsive to the needs of their academic community
and the community at large.
- To cooperate with other BOCES for joint educational
programs and services.
97
Programs and Services
The specific program goals vary with each Cooperative
Board and the particular needs of that area. Each
Cooperative Board offers a gamut of services and
programs based on an annual needs assessment of their
region. These services and programs are directed to
elementary, secondary, and adult students, as well as
special needs and gifted children. Additionally,
services and programs are offered to aid school
administrators, personnel, and teachers better conduct their jobs. Under law, a BOCES must furnish any
educational service that is,
a.)

requested by two or more districts, and

b.)

approved by the Commissioner of Education,
who first determines that the service 1.) meets an educational need, and
2.) can most effectively and economically
be provided at the regional level. 98
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BOC ES
Clients

The contextual goals establish the students of
the New York state local school systems as the major BOCES
clients.

More specifically, BOCES clients include:
Education Programs

School Services

Impacted:
all students
(direct
special needs students
beneficiaries) adults

administrators
teachers
staff
bus drivers
other personnel
(librarians, etc.)

Involved:
(in programs
and services)

administrators
teachers
staff
bus drivers
consultants
Department of
Education

teachers
students
administrators
parents
Department of Education

Concerned:
parents
(with program/ education interests
service out'c omes) community groups
taxpayers
Department of Education
teachers unions

BOC ES
Roles

students
parents
education interests
community groups
taxpayers
Department of
Education
teachers unions

The above goals and clients establish three
roles for Cooperative Boards.

First, Cooperative Boards

are primarily brokering agencies.

Cooperative Boards

coordinate and fund the services of education specialists
and other resources to provide staff development, library
services, bus driver training, to name a few school
services.

Secondly, the staff of Cooperative Boards

develop and implement educational programs for students
and teachers.

Finally, Cooperative Boards generate
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funds for collaborative programs and services.

Cooperative

Boards exist as intermediate agencies between state and
local education authorities to capture additional state
funding for its member districts.

BOC ES
Participants

Thus, local school systems -- students, administrators, faculty, personnel -- are united in collaborative
programs and services with other local school systems within
the region.

Additionally, education consultants and other

community and education resources are linked to meet the
service needs of member school systems.
In their role as participants, member school
districts contribute staff time, school facilities, and
funds

(membership and service/program assessments).

A

school system becomes a member of a Cooperative Board
for a year by vote of its local board of education.
Once it has joined however, it may not withdraw until
the

year~

contract has concluded and is obligated to

pay its apportioned BOCES membership assessment.

The

member school system may opt to participate in Cooperative Boards services and programs, or not, "so long as
it meets its legal obligation to provide an adequate
education program for each child." 9 9
Participant
Benefits

The member school systems receive multiple
benefits from the collaboration within a Cooperative
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Board.

These benefits include;
strengthened educational programs available to
local school students, as well as innovative
programs which would not be feasible without
BOCES, BOCES provides the increased "capability
to systematically cope with and provide for
educational change;" 100
increased equal educational opportunity for
students of smaller school districts or school
districts with particularly limited educational
budgets;
greater program efficiency through regional cost
savings and minimal duplication of services;
administrative and faculty support services;
exchange of ideas and knowledge which ends isolation between school systems, education agencies,
and education experts,

As the Regents of the University of the State of New York
conclude, "more and more the BOCES are being viewed as
the vehicles through which the educational efforts and
human resources of the enlarged conununity can be focused
and have impact." lOl

The major problem confronting

the BOCES concept is that current legislation does not
extend BOCES to the largest school districts of Buffalo,
Rochester, Syracus, Yonkers, and New York City creating
serious inequities for the students of these urban school
districts.

Legislation, however, is being sponsored to

respond to this restriction on urban BOCES collaboration.
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MUSEUMS COLLABORATIVE INC.

Overview

Founded in 1970, the Museums Collaborative, Inc.
is a private, non-profit organization which seeks to assist
New York's museums, zoos, botanical gardens, and historical
societies reach a broader public and address issues of
importance to their continued development.

These cultural

institutions are caught in a viscious cycle of fiscal constraint and increasing external demands.

As the Museums

~

Collaborative writes,
These cultural institutions are facing a fiscal crisis
unpresedented in their history.
Inflation and recession
have caused operating budgets to soar, and private
subsidies to diminish. Concurrently, competition for
both public and private funding has intensified and
the important cultural programs ... especially when
compared with overwhelming social problems - has been
questioned .... These current economic realities has
forced art institutions to depend on public rather than
private bases of support.102
Financial
Structure

The Museums Collaborative is not a membership
organization and receives no subscription fees.

The colla-

borative receives operating support from the New York State
Council on Arts, and solicits financial support for collaborative programs from government agencies, businesses and
private foundations.

For example, in 1974, the Museums

Collaborative received a three hundred thousand dollar
grant {which was recently renewed) from the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare's Fund for Improvement of

_,, ..,_

Postsecondary Education for the Cultural Voucher Program.
Museums
The Museums Collaborative is governed by a policyCollaborative
Governancemaking Board of Directors represented by community political
Structure
leaders, academic leaders, community professionals, and
museum officials.

An Executive Committee is vested with the

supervision and management of the affairs of the collaborative.
However, it is the advisory board, Museums Collaborative program directors and staff, that make all major
program decisions, chooses the participants, hears disputes
and appeals, and determines funding allocations.

The Cultur-

al Voucher Program, for example, boasts an advisory council
of museum directors, community representatives, bankers and
lawyers, academic leaders, and political leaders.

Originally

a gesture to coopt political opposition and generate support,
the Cultural Voucher Council has evolved as an important
governance structure, making major policy decisions as well
as assuming many of the day to day responsibilities of the
program staff.

The Museums Collaborative writes, "the

advisory board has been anything but a rubber stamp group.
It selected the participating institutions and community
organizations, and determined the amount of each organization's voucher."108

The Cultural Voucher Program, which is

relatively unstructured, presents several opportunities for
abuse and conflict (including larceny with vouchers, unfilled
contracts).

The advisory board screened all transactions,

cutting the possibility for trouble and increasing program
quality.

The Council's composition reflects two objectives,
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"(l) to bring together representatives of all factors that
could make waves in New York City politics if excluded: and
(2) to build support for the eventual institutionalization
of the Cultural Voucher programs.

Institutionalization in

this case translates into money and political acceptance."104
The advisory board for the continuing professional education
programs consists of representatives from academic communities,
businesses, and cultural institutions working with Museums
Collaborative staff to develop, plan and implement individual
courses and seminars.
The Cultural Voucher liaison is an additional staff
position responsible for much daily decision-making.

The

Museums Collaborative provides a stipend to each cultural
institution participating in this program for the hiring of
a liaison.

Located in each cultural institution, the

liaison is responsible for cataloguing the cultural institution's resources and services available, and working with
the community organizations and the Museums Collaborative.
The liaison is sensitive to the needs and interests of
community groups and knowledgeable of the resources of the
cultural institutions.
Half of a liaison's time is supposed to be spent in
the field, initiating contact and discussion with
community groups.
The most conscientious liaisons
have aggressively sought out community participants
rather than waiting for their phones to ring, and
their efforts have proven instumental to an institution's
success as a voucher earner. For example, two institutions that did poorly during the program's first year
changed liaisons and substantially improved their
voucher-dollar standings.105
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The liaison thus serves an important conununications link
between program participants.

As an evaluation concluded,

"The success of a cultural institution in working with
community groups probably reflects the energy and imagination
of its conununity liaison more than any other single factor."106
Museums
As a private, non-profit organization, the Museums
Collaborative
FinancialCollaborative is eligible to apply for private foundation
Structure
and business grants. The Museums Collaborative also receives
operating support from the New York State Council on Arts,
as well as several federal and state grants and contracts.
I
I

The participants in the Museums Collaborative are
not members qnd therefore pay no annual dues.

However, the

Museums Collaborative does charge assessments for programs
and services.
Museums
The purpose and major goals of the Museums
Collaborative
GoalsCollaborative include:
Purpose:
To develop and administer cooperative programs which
would facilitate communication among cultural institutions, reduce the duplication of services and their
costs, and improve the ability of the institutions to
serve the public economically.
Contextual Goal:
To increase the service potential of cultural institutions and so extend the resources of cultural institutions to a broader segment of the public.
Active Goals:
- To enable cultural institutions to jointly address
issues of importance to their continued growth and
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development (by providing program development and
funding, museum service delivery, and information
dissemination).
- To assist the cultural institutions in reaching a
broader public by sponsoring education programs in
conjunction with public school and community based
organizations.
To aid working arts professionals to improve operations
within cultural organizations.107
Major
Public Education Programs
Programs &
Services A. The Cultural Voucher Program
The Cultural Voucher Program deserves special note as an
exciting new model for service delivery which accounts
for sixty percent of the Collaborative's 1977 total
budget. This is a comprehensive program designed to
broaden the audience served by the cultural institutions,
and to provide the insitutions with incentives to develop
educational services which respond to the express needs
of a wider public. Through this program, the Museums
Collaborative provides funds in the form of "cultural
vouchers", or certificates of credit, to eligible community
organizations. Community organizations purchase
educational services and programs of their choice and
design from participating cultural institutions with
the cultural vouchers. Cultural institutions, in turn,
who contract with these community organizations to
provide a program or service, redeem these coupons with
the Museums Collaborative. The Museums Collaborative
writes,
the program has had a decided impact on the cultural
institutions involved. For the most part, community
groups have not purchased services with the institutions routinely offered to the public. The program,
therefore, has provided the institution with a basis
for evaluating the effectiveness of their ongoing
educational programs for new audiences, and several
institutions have altered their programs according:
ly.108
The voucher plan can be best viewed as a general market
mechanism for cooperation that permits the purchase and
design of particular projects specific to organizational
needs. The Collaborative supervises and funds the operations and facilitates in planning; but the community
organizations and community groups generally shape the
individual project with the assistance of the cultural
voucher liaison located within the cultural institution.
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Still a demonstration project, the Cultural Voucher
Program has been very popular among community groups.
Since 1974, the Cultural Voucher Program has generated
more than seven hundred educational programs. The
evaluators see the following advantages of such a
system:
1) a broader range of people come in contact with
cultural institutions;
2)

"consumers" learn more from their experiences
because they choose them;

3) the public's support for cultural institutions
increases;
4) institutions become more responsive to public
needs;
5) communication among institutions increases as
competition forces them to know what others are
offering the public; and
6) a built-in mechanism guarantees that public funds
are spent in a way that best satisfies the public's
needs.
The ~nthusiasm of both museums and the public for
New York's pilot project suggests that cultural
vouchers may be one of the most effective ways to
suppbrt the arts.109
The Cultural Voucher Program, . however, requires constant
program supervision over the individual voucher contracts
and money transactions.
This necessitates a cumbersome
administration system (for every dollar spent in the
total program, forty-one cents goes to administration).
Additionally, an evaluation reveals that the amount of
money going to cultural institutions as vouchers must
be increased to provide real financial incentive to
institutions.110 These drawbacks are being overcome
as the program is modified. Additionally, a discounting
system is being designed to allow the poorer community
organizations to receive larger vouchers than the community
organizations of more resources to create more program
equity and spread the funds to more organizations.
B. Museum/School Program
In this program, the Museums Collaborative works with
cultural institutions to develop curricula and educational programs with the city public schools.
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Professional Education Programs
A. Continuing Professional Education Programs
This area of programs seek to provide sustained training
in specific subject areas to working arts professionals.
Services and Publications
Museums Collaborative additionally offers a number of
supporting services and publications to benefit cultural
institutions and members of the public:
1) a quarterly newsletter provides a digest of
information of interest to arts professionals;
2) the "Bread Game" poster, which lists federal arts
funding deadlines, is distributed annually to
arts councils and cultural institutions throughout the nation;
3) an Educational Resources Directory which describes
the educational programs sponsored by fifty-one
New York City cultural institutions is published
and distibuted every two years;
4) a Computerized Mailing List Service is offered
to cultural institutions in New York State.
The service facilitates bulk mailings to New
York cultural and educational institutions;
5) a Planning Calendar is printed annually and made
available for purchase by arts organizations
throughout the nation.lll
Museums
The purpose and goals of the Museums Collaborative
Collaborative
Clientsestablish the following program and service clients:
Cultural
Museum/School Professional Educational
Programs & Services
Impacted:
Voucher
Program
(direct
museum professionals
beneficiaries) community
students
organizations
museum staff
cultural
teachers
institutions
cultural
institutions
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Involved:
(participants
in programs/
services)

community
organizations
cultural
institutions

students

museum professionals

teachers

museum staff

cultural
business and adminisinstitutions tration experts
administrators
and school
officials
Concerned:
(with program/
service
outcomes)

community
interests
health and welfare agencies
taxpayers

parents

museum officials

teachers

private foundations

administrators
school
officials
community
interests
taxpayers

community interests
museum consumers

Museums
The above goals and programs establish four roles
Collaborative
Rolefor the Museums Collaborative:
First, the Museums Collaborative staff develops, plans,
and sponsors programs and services to meet the needs of
museums, schools, and/or community groups.
In 1976, the
Collaborative conducted a comprehensive survey of two
hundred and twenty-five New York City museum professionals
on particular needs of museum administration and management, educational training and theory. This provided
needs assessment formed the basis for most programs and
services. The planning staff at the Museums Collaborative
is divided into program areas of cultural vouchers and
educational services.
Secondly, the Museums Collaborative staff serves as
program and service brokers, linking existing museum
educational and administrative resources throughout
metropolitan New York to the service needs of the
participating museums and the public.
Third, the Museums Collaborative generates private and
public funds for collaborative operations, programs and
services.
Finally, the Museums Collaborative disseminates informa-
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tion to interested parties. The Collaborative provides
information to the public about the resources of cultural
institutions, and to cultural institutions on issues of
funding, administration and management, and museum
education.
Museums
Thus, the Museums Collaborative unites cultural with
Collabroat1ve
Participantsother cultural institutions, schools and community organizations in collaborative programs and services.

The Museums

Collaborative further links museums with business administrators and museum educational resources.

The participants in

the Museums Collaborative services and programs joins an
individual program or service by paying fees, using vouchers,
or receiving grants to facilitate programs.

In their role as

participants, the museums contribute staff time, museum
resources, and fees for collaborative programs and services.
Public schools contribute staff and teacher time, facilities,
academic credit, and fees for the museum/school collaboration
programs and services.

And community organizations which

participate in the Cultural Voucher Program commit their
voucher purchasing power.

This voucher is only received

after an organization has qualified and must be expended or
is repossessed by the Museums Collaborative.

Thus, the

community organization, which may have little financial
power, is required to contribute less towards collaboration
than any other participants other than an extremely willing
clientele.
The cultural institutions face several pressures
that encourage their interest in collaboration.
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In particu-

lar, the cultural institutions are facing increasing pressures
to extend their vast resources to a wider segment of the
community.

These pressures come at a time when cultural

institutions are facing raising operating costs and intensified
competition for private funding.

Participation in the prog-

rams and services of the Museums Collaborative enables
cultural institutions to reach a broader public; reduce
duplication and costs of services; improve staff work skills;
and receive public information and administrative support.
Thus, collaboration generates programs which enables cultural
institutions :to respond to escalating community pressures
to decentralize services.

The shared program costs of colla-

boration confer cost-efficiency to these fiscally constrained
cultural institutions.
Community organizations serve as advocate groups
for the needs of their members and participants.

Community

groups represent diverse interests from senior citizens and
neighborhood block groups to prison inmates.

In general,

different interests and communities are becoming more conscious of their ethnic and cultural heritage.

The demands

of society for skills and continuing education, and increased
adult leisure time all create a demand for more informal,
non-traditional, learner-centered forms of education which
cultural institutions can in part provide.

These communities

benefit from the ability to purchase and receive educational
programs from the contracting cultural institutions.
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Finally, schools have been experiencing diverse,
and sometimes contradictory, pressures to increase the quality and quantity of education, meet new legislated mandates,
and increase citizen participation.
school budget beyond its limits.

These pressures tax the

Public schools therefore

benefit from the cost-efficiency and flexibility of collaborative services which provide for innovative student programs,
curriculum and materials development, and teacher training
based on the educational resources of cultural institutions.
Thus, the incentives to participate in collaborative
programs are so strong for community organizations, cultural
institutions and public schools as to assure a modicum of
commitment for the Cultural Museums programs and services.
The Cultural Voucher Program, in particular, provides needed
public funds to cultural institutions in the form of cultural
vouchers for their services to community groups and provide
the important opportunity to develop a favorable public
image.

And the Cultural Voucher Program provides desired

cultural institution programs to those eligible community
organizations.
In conclusion, collaboration is a mechanism which
provides the opportunity for different groups (cultural
institutions, community groups, public schools) to "jointly
address issues of importance to their continued development. "112

Collaboration, as a mechanism, facilitates

communication between groups of diverse needs,
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reduces ~ the

duplication of services at cost savings, generate public
and private program funds, and iimprove the ability of groups to
serve their constituency.

Museums Collaborative evaluations

indicate that greater benefits are evidenced in program
development than in service delivery.

Collaboration, as

coordinated and directed by the Museums Collaborative,
extends to fiscally-constrained and/or powerless public
schools and community groups resources heretofore impossible.
Moreover, collaborative programs establish incentives for
those institutions of valuable resources to offer services
responsive to new audiences.

Thus, the efforts of the

collaborative have opened up not only new constituencies
but a new market for cultural resources, based on market
mechanism of purchasing and selling.

The Museums Collabora-

tive describes· its organization as, "a collective mechanism
through which

~ultural

institutions are reaching new audiences,

are developing new and effective educational programs, and
are simultaneously documenting their impact on a wide range
of citizens. 11113
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CONCLUSION

In conclusion, collaboratives display various
structures, roles and programming.

As a first step, all

collaboratives must secure agreement among participating
groups on the major goals of the collaboration, must share
resources of and between participants, and must have information and communication networks between participant and
participant, '.participant and collaborative, and collaborative
and

particip~nt.

Those collaboratives which are of diver-

sified financial base, and which have strong communications
networks,

are able to support a maximum number of program-

ming operations and confer the greatest number of benefits
to participants and their clients.
Several conclusions can be drawn from the collaborative descriptions and matrices in the previous section.
First, the matrices depict collaboratives of four different
purposes.

These four purposes define the above collaboratives

principally as vehicles:
- in which parents, faculty, school administrators,
community groups, and other interests cooperate in
planning alternative programs and services;
- in which local school districts or agencies cooperate
to meet the basic and special education needs of their
student populations;
- in which institutions or agencies cooperate in programming designed to improve their internal operations
and service capacity;
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- in which institutions and groups cooperate in programs
and services which directly aid institutions to reach
new audiences and service a broader public.
The purpose of a collaborative determines collaborative
structures and operations.

However, a collaborative may

serve more than one purpose, and will display multiple roles
and operations.
Secondly, several collaboratives of similar
purpose but different goals, share many similar characteristics.

These typologies include:
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I.

Purpose ;

To provide a vehicle in which parents
of school children and friends, community groups, and other interests
interact in planning alternative programs which will reduce racial isolation.

M.P.P., METCO, (and to some degree EdCo) are collaboratives
which seek primarily to generate programs which are alternatives to the existing order of educational programs.
These collaboratives focus on:
-

alternative progranuning
reduction of racial and ethnic isolation
participatory planning
strong commitment to contextual goal

The structures of these collaboratives are distinguished
by the following common characteristics:
financial structure -- primarily public grants and
contracts (EdCo has a more
diversified financial base)
board membership

primarily citizen and/or consumer representation (M.P.P. has
superintendent and union representation, as well; EdCo has school
committee representatives)

role

principally program development
and planning, some collaboration
support services (technical assistance, communication) some
brokering

accountability --

primarily responsible to state/
federal education off ice which is
the source ;0£ ·1nost ·.g ranbs ,; addi'~
tionally responsible to school
distridts which participate

programming

flexible; a selection of programs
around a program concept or a
program core (METCO offers a single
program with several support services)

Thus, M.P.P., METCO, and EdCo unite city and suburban school
students, parents, faculty, administration, and interested
groups in planning and coordinating alternative education
programs which would not be possible without their efforts.
Benefits to participants include: increased dialogue and understanding between for all participants; integrated and diversified educational experiences;
strengthened school curricula.
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IIt Purpose;

To establish a manageable and cost-effective
cooperative vehicle for local school districts to cooperate to meet the basic and
special education needs of their students.

Voluntary Educational Collaboratives (VEC), BOCES, (and to some
extent EdCo) are collaboratives which exist as outgrowths of school
districts to enable those districts to strengthen, support, and
supplement their curricula, as well as meet state and federal
mandates. Without collaboration, school districts would have
to provide these services independently, and have relatively
strong motivations to participate in collaborative programs.
These collaboratives seek to increase the scope, quality and
accessibility of education by:
providing
assisting
and teach
education

cooperative programs and services
local school districts administer
and so be more responsive to local
needs

The structure and operations of BOCES, VEC, EdCo are distinguished -by the following common characteristics.
financial base --

membership assessments, program and
service assessments, public grants and
contracts, private grants (except BOCES)

role

primarily brokering function, fundraising, usually multi-purpose
(BOCES,VEC- strong brokering)
(EdCo- strong planning function}

accountability --

to member school districts, aFe voted
into and out of existance by districts
(EdCo is more independent of member
districts; larger, quasi-public status)

programming

collaborative designs and offers one
program or service per area of client
need in which schools choose to participate or not to participate
(EdCo additionally offers flexible programs around a core concept)

These collaboratives unite school districts (students, faculty,
administrators) with community resources. These participants
receive diverse benefits, including: strengthened and supplemented curricula, innovative programs which meet legislated
mandates, supporting services, cost-effective solutions to
existing services.
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III.

Purpose:

To develop cooperative programs and services
to improve the capability of personnel to
manage their institutions and to provide
for the growth and development of these
institutions.

Despite their disparate goals, the Metropolitan Cultural Alliance
and MASBO Cooperative Corporation (and to some extent the Museums
Collaborative) seek primarily to provide cooperative and costeffective programs and services for the internal operations
of their respective institutions. These collaboratives provide
programs and services which:
reduce duplication and increase efficiency
of operations
train and develop staff
extend outside resources on a cooperative,
cost-effective basis
The structures and operations of these collaboratives are distinguished by the following common characteristics:
financial base -- membership dues, assessments for
selected programs and services,
private grants, public grants and
contracts, (Museums Collaborative
not a membership association)
board membership--primarily professionals of the agencies
or institutions who are the consumers
of the collaborative services (Museums
Collaborative has a more diversified
board)
role --

principally brokering agencies with
some program planning (Museums Collaborative and Alliance provide more
program planning and collaboration
support services such as communications)

accountability -- primarily accountable to own members
(MASBO, Inc. supervises and aids many
operations of MASBO Coop)
programming

these collaboratives design and offer
one program or service offering per
area of client need in which members
choose to participate or not

The members of these collaboratives have moderate incentives
to participate in programs and services. Some collaborative programs and services improve ability of members to deliver their
services and programs. Some collaborative programs provide services
not feasible without collaboration. Thus members receive costeffective needed programs and services; receive equipment, supplies
and computer services on cooperative basis; receive staff development and technical training.
_,~,-

IV.

Purpose:

To provide a vehicle for the development
of services and programs that aid institutions to directly reach new audiences
and service broader publics.

The Museums Collaborative employs the following strategies in
support of this purpose:
increasing communications between client groups
generating program funding
effecting joint program planning between client
groups
The structure and operations of the Museums Collaborative
evidence the following characteristics in support of this purpose:
financial base -- primarily public and private grants
and contracts, assessments for
selected programs and services
board

memb~rship--diversified

role --

membership of community
and political leaders, professionals,
museum administrators
both brokering and program planning,
also fundraising, technical assistance,
and information dissemination in
support of collaboration

accountability -- primarily to participants in collaborative programs
programming

programs and services designed by the
collaborative and individual program
participants
provides a selection of programs and
services around one program concept
or program core
designs and offers one program or
service offering per area of client
in which museums choose to participate or not

Thus, the collaboration creates new clients for the participating museums. The Museums Collaborative unites museums,
schools and community groups in collaboration. These participants have relatively high motivations to participtate in
programs and services that meet a specific participant need
not possible without collaboration.
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Third, the organizational structures of collaboratives are created to respond to the needs of the collaboration.

The collaboratives presented above intervene at three

different nodes in the process of program and service delivery.
Collaboratives are created:
- as outgrowths of institutions or agnecies;
- as planning efforts;
- as innovative efforts to fill a service or program void.
Each type of collaborative is developed for different purposes and evidence different characteristics.

As

outgrowth of institutions or agencies, collaboratives are
I

intended to strengthen, support, and supplement existing
service and

~rogram

or institution.

responsibilities of the sponsoring agency

Most often, these collaboratives are out-

growths of public agencies, but may also be private efforts
in order to r _e ceive private funds, and may be incorporated.
These collaboratives are principally brokering agencies linking existing resources to client needs.

The governance

board of these collaboratives are predominantly, if not
entirely, represented by officials or professionals of the
sponsoring agencies.
As planning efforts, collaboratives are developed
to generate alternatives to an established order of services
and programs.
primarily by

These planning collaboratives are sponsored
publ~c

not be incorporated.

grants, and contracts, and may or may
In these collaboratives, the planning

function is foremost and is designed to be participatory
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with strong consumer and community representation on the board,
and on advisory committees.
And, as innovative efforts, many collaboratives
provide services in a newly created area of need.

These

collaboratives are primarily of private status in order to
receive private, as well as public funds, and are often
incorporated.

These collaboratives, which provide both

program development and brokering, act as catalysts for new
programs and services from the resources of diverse organizations.

Moreover, the collaborative may generate new client

groups for the collaborating groups and institutions.

And

the governance boards are most often comprised of community,
academic and political leaders, as well as professionals of
the participating institutions, in order to generate necessary community and financial support for the collaborative's
innovative programming.
In conclusion, many collaboratives have simimlar
purposes for collaboration despite dissimilar goals.

These

collaboratives share common approaches to collaboration in
structure, role and programming.

Appreciation of the colla-

borative' s general purpose and characteristics is valuable
for understanding: how the collaborative relates to other
institutions, agencies, and other collaboratives; where
competition from other services might arise; and where to
focus special efforts to strengthen collaboration.

Thus,

such a detailing of collaborative types can make explicit
the particular elements necessary for most effective collaboration.
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PART TWO
THE CULTURAL EDUCATION COLLABORATIVE

THE CASE FOR
CULTURAL EDUCATION

Cultural education is an area which has become
the focus for increasing collaborative efforts between
cultural and education fields.

Traditionally, cultural

education has been perceived in its narrowest use of increasing cultural understandings thereby decreasing the
cultural isolation of diverse community groups.

When

diverse ethnicities are able to share aspects of their
cultural heritages (arts, languages, traditions) with the
larger community, greater community understanding and
appreciation results.

In Boston, the Mayor's Office of

Cultural Affairs sponsors a public day of arts and festivities for each of the major city ethnicities.
However, many educational and cultural leaders
advocate an expanded and systematic use of cultural resources in educational experiences.
~ducation

As the Cultural

Collaborative writes,

It is still true that those who visit museums and
attend professional dance or theater performances
are most often white, middle class and well-educated
From its inception the Collaborative has assumed
that even those who do not fit the stereotype of
'the patron of the arts' have a keen interest in
and enthusiasm for the riches within the cultural
institutions of the state. The work of the Collaborative in the Boston Public Schools, where this
past year 80 of the 120 schools in the city requested
multisession arts or humanities programs, confirms
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this assumption. The persistence of these requests as
well as their distribution across the city ... serves
to reaffirm our belief that when residents or students
or teachers know what is available in cultural institutions they will consider them as their personal resources. 114
Cultural education may be defined as the use of cultural
resources (performing and visual arts; historical landmarks;
museums, zoo and aquaria collections) to create innovative,
structured learning experiences that extend beyond the
single field trip or performance.

Specifically, cultural

education seeks the following goals.
First, cultural education seeks to utilize the
multitude of resources of the cultural institutions in
meeting the fundamental needs of education.

Cultural

education can improve basic skill acquisition of the
three - R's at all levels of education, from preschoolers
to adults.

For example, "learning kits" and in-depth

curriculum-related courses which draw on the cultural
institutions' collections can supplement lessons in
science and the humanities.

Cultural education utilizes

most arts institutions as humanities resources.

As the

Cultural Education Collaborative postulates,
The Cultural Education Collaborative is concerned
with the educational services of all cultural institutions rather than the artistic process in and of
itself, it can be argued that all of the activities
of its sponsors encourage understanding and use of
humanistic knowledge. 115
Cultural education can be employed to assist
in the teaching of special needs students -- the physically,
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mentally, emotionally, or culturally handicapped students.
For example, bilingual students may be aided in their studies
with their own cultural artifacts;

animals at the zoo may

best help special needs students to relate to their lessons.
And cultural education can improve all students' ability to
absorb and retain their lessons.

Cultural education pro-

vides a synthesis of experiences

action and reflection,

field work and classroom lessons

which create an in-

teresting and dynamic learning environment.

As the Academy

for Educational Development, Inc., writes, "The idea that a
child's natural drive to learn flourishes best in an informal, subtly-controlled classroom, rich in things to ·do .is
being put to the test · in a few schools now."

116

Thus,

cultural education provides students with the opportunity
to learn through experience.

The Culturul Education Colla-

borative writes,
Learning through experience, through self-discovered
knowledge involves the child totally in the educational process.
It is her adventure, his discovery,
not someone else's.
It is in this process that children who have previously not developed skills will
acquire them to do something they want to do. The
children working together with the theater company
in developing their own play were self-motivated to
improve their reading and writing skills in order
to express themselves in writing their play.
117
Second, cultural education extends the resources
of the cultural institutions to broaden and enrich the
educational experiences of students and teachers in and
out of the classroom.

Cultural education opens up the

environs of the classroom.

It may be employed to expand
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and diversify the educational experiences of students. For
example, cultural education programs offer in-depth study
using museum collections or special internships with practicing artists.

Cultural education programs additionally

benefit schools by extending special programs to those
schools which must usually forego nonessential academic
programs.

- As ·-.the--un.ited States Off ice of Education has

discovered,
Schools today face a financial crisis bordering on
chaos. There is an acute need for reform in school
financing, especially in cities, increasingly beset
by demands for public services of all knids, where
some 65 , percent of the total budgets go to noneducational purposes, leaving 35 percent for schools. 118
And cultural . education may be used to improve the ability
of teachers to develop interesting and multi-dimensional
curricula through the use of such props as hands-on learning
with artifacts or creative improvisational exercises.
Third, cultural education seeks to develop the
child's creativity.

A cultural education program may in-

volve writers and performing artists leading students in
acting out their own plays or chore0°J-raphing a piece of
their own poetry.

Such experiences help students to give

form and expression to their untapped thoughts.

This

creativity is essential to individual growth and selfdevelopment.

Dr. Maslow, Professor of psychology at

Brandeis Univserity, writes,
The arts are so close to our psychological and biological core, so close to this identity, this biological identity, that rather than thinking of these
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courses as sort of whipped or luxory cream, they must
become basic experiences in education ••• That the fundamental goals of education, the human goal, the humanistic
goal, the goal so far as human beings are concerned -is automatically the self-actualization of a person,
the becoming fully human7· the'- development of the fullest
height that the human species can stand up to or that
the individual can attain.
In a less technical way,
it is helping the person to become the best that he is
able to become. 119
Fourth, cultural education seeks to facilitate
communication and understanding among children of diverse
racial and ethnic backgrounds.

Cultural education is being

introduced as support programming in the desegregation of
public schools.

These cultural education programs premise

that children working together in creative educational
endeavors (acting out a play, making a mural, stocking an
aquarium) tend to become more aware of their individual
ethnic, racial, relgious, city or suburban differences
in a neutral context that allows for tolerance and understanding.

The Cultural Education Collaborative writes,

These programs are important because they can succeed
in establishing communication and understanding among
children from different racial backgrounds where
traditional classroom approaches fail. And since they
give form to the values and expressions of a pluralistic culture, they provide the opportunity, the only in
many cases, for children to experience each other's
cultural heritage.
120
Additionally, education programs held outside the classroom
at the different cultural institutions or other locations,
provide for a neutral third-site location where children
and teachers can remove themselves from the past hostilities often associated with the schools-
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Finally, cultural education is increasingly recognized for its potential role in nonclassroom education.
Career education and community education utilize the resources of cultural institutions in programs responsive to
community needs.

Career education programs seek to utilize

cultural institutions to demonstrate to students the gamut
of jobs and careers associated with cultural institutions
and the performing, visual, and literary arts.

Community

education seeks to extend the resources of cultural institutions to community residents who have hitherto been unable to utilize those resources on an individual basis due
to financial or logistical difficulties, health or other
mobility obstacles, or though lack of knowledge of the
availability of such resources. "Analogously, cultural
institutions have been unable to respond to the needs of
Boston's adult learners because they do not have an open
and easy communication with members of local comrnunities. 11121
Community education programs involve performing arts groups
in museums on a regular basis in cultural education programs.
Thus, cultural education as a collaborative
effort confers diverse benefits to the community which
range from meeting fundamental educational needs, to
enriching cognitive experiences, to enabling individuals
to better live in and contribute to society.

Charles

Silberman, in Crisis in the Classroom, writes,
Schools can be human and still educate well. They can
be genuinely concerned with gaiety and joy and indi-
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vidual growth and fulfillment without sacrificing concern for intellectual discipline and development. They
can be simultaneously child-centered and subject-orknowledge-centered. They can stress aesthetic and moral
education without weakening the three-R's. They can do
all these things if - but only if - their structure,
content, and objectives are transformed. 122
A critical by-product of the various cultural education
programs is the education received by cultural education
staffs in the needs and concerns of their constituency, the
general public.

Moreover, cultural education directly

benefits cultural institutions by developing youthful and
adult audiences.

Museum collections and exhibitions, plays

and dances, education seminars and other programs which are
I

made more relevant to community needs and desires will
serve to att'ract larger audiences to the cultural ins ti tutions.

Everyone benfits from the increased communication

as a result of cultural education.
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CULTURAL EDUCATION COLLABORATIVE, INC.

Overview

The Cultural Education Collaborative, Inc.

{CEC)

is a non-profit organization of culturai institutions, school
systems, and educational associations working together to promote the use of the educational resources of the cultural institutions.

Initiated as the Education Project of the Metropoli-

tan Cultural Alliance in 1973, the Project received a grant
from the John D. Rockefeller III Foundation and subsequent
funding from the Metropolitan Planning Project to explore
approaches

1.) to integrating the educational resources of

the cultural institutions in programs for the elimination
of racial and ethnic isolation in Boston, and 2.) for the
development of a state funded mechanism for the implementation of cultural education programs.

The Cultural Educa-

tion Collaborative became an independent organization in
December 1975.
The goal of the Cultual Education Collaborative
is to link cultural resources to schools in the Commonwealth
in order to strengthen, enhance, and supplement the educational experiences of the students in Massachusetts.
Cultural institutions (museums, historical societies, zoos,
science and art centers, symphonies, dance and theater companies) have collaborated with public schools in over
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one hundred and twenty-five programs which:
broaden and enrich educational experiences for
students and teachers,
- utilize the unique talents and resources of
cultural institutions,
expand and diversify the educational services
of cultural agencies.
123
The programming efforts of the Cultural Education Collaborative are,
based on the assumption that cultural agencies have
great potential for augmenting and complementing the
educational opportunities of students and teachers,
and on the reality that at present those cultural
agencies are not being used to their fullest capacities. Our goal therefore is double-edged: to assist
cultural institutions in the development of educationally sound and meaningful services for school
children, and to work with education to increase their
awareness of the value of working with existing cultural agencies. A corollary to this is that the
Collaborative assists schools and cultural agencies
in their joint pursuit of financial support for cultural education programs.
124
Prior to collaboration through the Cultural
Education Collaborative, the schools and cultural institutions interacted and cooperated only sporadically, due to:
- lack of communication channels between cultural
institutions and schools,
- lack of knowledge of each other's respective needs,
- inadequate school familiarity with the resources
of the cultural institutions,
- persistant reliance on the single visit ('field
trip') or single program model,
- lack of pedagogical knowledge in cultural institutions,
- high cost of transportation to cultural institutions and/or lack of on-site educational facilities
at the cultural institution,
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- lack of adquate funding for programs,
- undeveloped appreciation for the potential of cultural education.
The Collaborative seeks to overcome the barriers to
cultural education by catalyzing joint program planning between schools and cultural institutions; generating program
funds; conducting workshops and seminars for cultural institution staff and school administrators and faculty; providing
public information, technical assistance, and other services
designed to strengthen collaboration between cultural institutions and schools.

Specific strategies which "lead to

wider use of Massachusetts cultural resources by school
children " include,
- passage of the Cultural Education Act,
- generation of pilot programs in schools,
- development of teacher training activities,
continued public awareness campaigns,
- establishment of a computer-based information
service for educational resources. 125
As the Cultural Education Collaborative writes, "Massachusetts
is richly endowed with cultural institutions whose resources
can be applied to the learning process.

What is needed is a

mechanism to link these resources to the schools for planning,
programming and funding: the Cultural Education Collaborative
is that mechanism .. i: 126
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Cultural
The Cultural Education Collaborative is estabEducation
Collaborative lished as a non-profit, tax exempt organization pursuant to
Financial
Structure Section 501 (C) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code. The
financial operations of the CEC have become more complex
over the last two years.

As Exhibit Two depicts, total

CEC revenues have increased from over five hundred thousand
dollars in 1976 to over eight hundred thousand dollars in
1978, and are projected ,to rise .to over one and

one~quarter

million dollars by the end of 1979. 127 The Cultural Education
Collaborative receives financial suuport from three sources.
First, the Cultural Education Collaborative
receives federal and state grants and contracts in support
of educational programming.

Federal grants from the

National Endowment for the Humanities, the National Endowment for the Arts,

and the United States Office of

Education have increased steadily, comprising eleven percent of 1977 CEC revenues and twenty-four percent of 1978
revenues.

State grants and contracts, however, provide

the majority of Collaborative revenues.

Grants and contracts

from the Massachusetts Council on the Arts and Humanities
and the Massachusetts Department of Education, Bureau of
Equal Educational Opportunity, constitute eighty-three
percent of Collaborative revenues in 1977 and seventy-one
percent in 1978.

In the future, the Collaborative plans,

"to develop several new programs in areas of common concern,
such as community education and special needs projects.Funds
for all programs will be raised jointly by the CEC and the
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EXHIBIT B

SOURCES OF INCOME - CULTURAL EDUCATION COLLABORATIVE

FY 1976

FY 1977

FY 1978

$13,200

$10,000

52,662

76,340

by

Projected
by

10/1/78

10/1/79

$341,740
(32. 0\.)

$361,600
(26.6\)

$700,000
(65.6\)

$880,000
(64.6\)

$25,000

$50,000

FEDERAL
National Endowment for _the Arts
National Endowment for the Humanities

102,820

U.S. Office of Education
TOTAL FEDERAL

$65,862
(10.7\)

$189,160
(23.6\)

$6,000

$8,000

504,000

560,000

STATE
Mass Council on the Arts

&Humanities
...

Mass Department of Education
I

.......

$513,903
(97. 2%)

TOTAL STATE

~

.....J

I

$513,903

$510,000 $568,000
(83.7\) (70.8\)

LOCAL/PRIVATE
$15,000

Foundations

$35,776

$45,000

Corporations
2,416

Local Schools and Cultural Agencies
$15,000
(2.8\)

TOTAL LOCAL/PRIVATE

TOTALS

From Financial Profile Chart- 1

$528,903

&3

$38,192
(6.2%)

-- -

---

$45,000
(5.6\)

$25,000
(2.3\)

70,000
$120,000
(8.8\)

$614,054 $802,160 $1,066,740 $1,361 . 600

Challenge Grant Proposal

EXHIBIT C·

THE CULTURAL EDUCATION COLLABORATIVE
Expenditures
FY 1975 - FY 1978
FY 19 7 5*

FY 1976** FY1977

$216,000

$443,843
(87.8%)

Collaborative expenses
directly related to
school/cultural institution programs

27,204

21,379
(4.2%)

57,468 147,589
(9. 5%)
(18. 3%)

Collaborative general
and administrative
expenses

40,734

40,292
(8.0%)

103,265 157,720
(17.1%)
(19.6%)

Collaborative-generated
funds for cultural education
programs at schools or cultural institutions

TOTALS

$283,938

FY 1978

$444,000$500,000
(73.4%) (62.1%)

$505,514 $604,733

$805,309

*In FY 1975 the Cultural Education Collaborative was a subsidiary project
of the Metropolitan Cultural Alliance.
**Collaborative expenses in FY 1976 are over a nine-month period,
December 24, 1975 to September 30, 1976.
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participating institutions and schools,Pl28
Secondly, the Collaborative

receives grants

from private foundations and several corporations.

This

source of financial support is still quite small, comprising
only slightly over six percent of 1977 Collaborative revenues
and over five and one-half percent of 1978 revenues. The
majority of t11ese grants go directly to programming operations.
Very little of the funds may be used for administrative or
central support purposes.

As the Cultural Education Colla-

borative concludes, "In sum, the financial profile of the CEC
shows a sound financial base for programs, with an administrative and central support system which could use more sub. 1 un d erp1nn1ng.
• •
stant1a

II

129

Finally, the Cultural Education Collaborative
is preparing to charge assessments for participation in the
Collaborative's Information Services Program.

Participating

schools and libraries will be required to subscribe annually
to this program.
The Cultural Education Collaborative expended
over six hundred thousand dollars in 1977 and over eight
hundred thousand dollars in 1978.

As Exhibit Three depicts,

Collaborative-generated funds for cultural education programs
and services constituted the largest CEC expenditures
(seventy-three percent in Fiscal year 1977, sixty-two percent
in Fiscal Year 1978).

Collaborative expenses related to

school/cultural institution programs have increased rapidly
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with the expansion of the programs (nine and one-half percent
in Fiscal Year 1977, and eighteen percent in Fiscal Year 1978).
Collaborative general and administrative expenses have increased as well, from eight percent in Fiscal Year 1976, to
seventeen percent in Fiscal Year 1977, and twenty percent in
Fiscal Year 1978, reflecting increased programming operations
and the hiring of additional staff.

The Collaborative writes,

Funding for increased programs and services will continue to be raised from federal and state sources as
well as from private foundations, corporations and
local contributions to specific projects. A solid
funding base for the Collaborative's central office
activities would mean the possibility of greater
concentration on services to cultural agencies and
on the development of an ongoing mechanism for funding
all vital non-programmatic activities. 130
Cultural
The Cultural Education Collaborative is governed
Education
Collaborativeby a policy making Board of Directors. The Board of Directors
Governance
Structurecurrently numbers twenty-eight members and is composed of
educators, cultural institution officials, legislators, union
representatives and other individuals interested in furthering cultural education.

Each director is elected by the

general members at the annual meeting and serves for no more
than two consecutive terms of three years each.

Each

director has a vote and is "entitled to vote on any question
131
at any meeting of the members of the corporation."
The Officers are elected annually by a vote of the directors.
Only the President of the Board need be a director.

The

President is the "Cheif Executive Officer" of the Collaborative and presides at all meetings of the Board.
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The Board of Directors is divided into an Executive Committee
and four standing committees of functional responsibility,
including: the Nominating Committee, the Public Information
Committee, the Program Committee, and the Springfield Steering
Committee.

The Executive Committee, currently of eight

members, is comprised of the Officers of the Board and the
Chairpersons of the other standing committees.

The Executive

Committee meets at least once a month to discuss policy
directions and any administrative or programming difficulties
which may arise.

The Executive Committee is elected by the

directors from their numbers, and is vested with the "management of the current and ordinary affairs of the corporation. 11 132
The membership of the standing committees is
supplemented by cultural institution and school representatives who are not directors of the Collaborative's Board.
The Nominating Committee, which includes educational, cultural and community leaders from across Massachusetts, meets
to suggest nominees to the Board who would represent the
Board statewide.

The Public Information Committee publicizes

and promotes public support for the Cultural Education Act,
primarily.

The Program Committee supervises the Boston area

Collaborative programs, particularly the school/cultural
institution programs. And the Springfield Steering Committee,
which is composed of the administrators of all of Springfield's
cultural institutions, the Springfield Schools superintendent,
and the head of School Volunteers, provides technical support
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and direction to the coordinator of the Springfield Office
of the Cultural Education Collaborative.
Additionally, the By-Laws establish that,
The board of directors may create an advisory board of
one or more advisors. Members of the advisory board
may attend all meetings of the board of directors and
may participate fully therein; provided, however, that
no member of the advisory board shall be empowered to
vote at such meetings. 133
Presently, the Board is advised by several such committees.
One such committee, the Advisory Committee to the Humanities
Project, includes parents, trustees of museums, and school
superintendents.
poses:

This advisory committee serves two pur-

to advise the Board on the operations of the Pro-

ject and the needs of students and cultural institutions;
and to disseminate information about the program to PTSAs,
other cultural institutions, and other . school administrators.
The Executive Director of the Cultural Education
Collaborative is assisted by a staff which has recently
been expanded to include: a Deputy Director; a Coordinator,
Information Services; a Springfield Program Coordinator;
a Program Assistant; and Office Manager; a Secretary; plus
two interns.

The Executive Director is appointed by the

Board of Directors and is responsible for:

carrying out

the Board's overall policy direction; developing the CEC's
objectives and work plans;

structuring and supervising

CEC activities; and raising funds.

Additionally, the

Executive Director seeks to stimulate federal, state, and
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city policy directions to foster a role for the cultural
institutions in education.

The Executive Director attends

all Board meetings, making reports and recommendations to
the directors.
Cultural
The major purpose and goals of the Cultural
Education
CollaborativeEducation Collaborative include:
Goals
Purpose:
To plan and develop programs, funds, and administrative mechanisms designed to strengthen the collaboration between educational and cultural institutions
and so extend the benefits of cultural education to
the residents of Massachusetts.
Contextual Goal:
To extend the cultural resources of the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts to all its citizens and so enrich
and advance the educational experiences of the residents of the Commonwealth.
Active Goals:
- To extend the educational potential of Massachusetts
cultural institutions for creating new educational
services and generating new audiences and financial
support.
- To lead in the formulation of public policy which
will create a vital role for the Massachusetts cultural institutions in public education.
- To create through new legislation a state-wide
funding system which will finance the purchase of
educational services of cultural institutions by
Massachusetts schools.
- To provide planning, staff development training, and
targeting of funding sources to the cultural institutions and schools in their collaborative efforts
so as to strengthen the ability of cultural insti~
tutions to of fer a variety of educational services
to the public.
- To provide joint programming which reduces minority
isolation and fosters interracial, crosscultural
communication.
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To provide public information about the educational
services and resources of the Massachusetts cultural
institutions.
To promote access to the cultural institutions to
those residents of Massachusetts who, because of
distance, cost, health, or other restrictions, are
not able to take advantage of the diverse educational
resources of the cultural institutions.
Cultural
Education
The major programs and services of the Cultural
Collaborative
Major Programs Education Collaborative include:
And Services
A. Cultural Institution Desegregation Program in Boston
and Springfield
Program Goal: To provide for ethnic and racial deisolation by encouraging the cooperation and participation of diverse community groups, and to assist
in th:e desegregation of schools by providing quality
integrated education in the cities of Boston and
Springfield.
Program Summary:
In his Court Order of May 1975,
Federal Judge W. Arthur Garrity called on the city's
cultural institutions, businesses, colleges, and
universities to provide educational services to the
Boston Public Schools. The CEC was designated to
coordinate the school/cultural institution pairings
by serving as the central coordinating link for the
cultural institutions to the Massachusetts Department
of Education, the public schools, school committees,
and parent groups. The desegregation programs developed through the CEC provide in-depth curriculumrelated programs to students; programs which utilize
the resources of metropolitan Boston and Springfield
museums, zoos, aquaria, dance and theater companies.
"The emphasis in all course now coordinated by the
CEC is skills not frills." For example,
improvisational theater techniques are based
on the teaching basic writing skills, and students at the Museum of Transportation get lots
of math as they plot time and distance calculations on city transporation systems and build
scale models. 134
The "Moving Game" is one such cultural institution
program.
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program.
The program was designed to draw together urban
and suburban children in an innovative and interesting activity. Working in teams, students
mapped and explored through a variety of microworlds in greater Boston, discussing structure,
history and activities ... The goal was to reduce
cultural isolation by developing the children's
ability to perceive, cope with and make use of
the extended city, as well as to master informational, conceptual, and technical mobility
skills. 135
B.

Collaborative Humanities Project
Program Goal: To encourage elementary and secondary
school teachers to strengthen their classroom humanities curricula through the use of museums as primary
resources and to enable the cultural institution
staff to learn more about the educational needs and
concerns of teachers and students.
Program Summary: This three-year interdisciplinary
project brings teams of school teachers together
with museum educators in two-week summer institutes
to develop curriculum materials and classroom activities which utilize the resources of museums collections and staff members. During the academic
year, museum and school educators continue to meet
together to conduct jointly-developed classroom and
museum-related activities. This program benefits
hundreds of students through the ripple effect.
Teachers who have participated in the program disseminate their new information and curricular skills
to the other teachers in their own and nearby
schools.

C.

TRI-ARTS Program
Program Goal: To provide a multi-dimensional,
racially and ethnically diverse arts experiences for
students in selected ESAA-eligible schools in an
effort to reduce minority isolation and to foster
interracial, crosscultural communications.
Program Summary: This program, administered by the
Massachusetts Council on Arts and Humanities, brings
together the resources of three existing arts and
cultural education agencies in its attempt to provide a multi-faceted cultural complement to the
curricula of the Boston Public Schools. TRI-ARTS
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provides elementary school children, parents, teachers
with: 1.) exposure to outstanding visual and literary
artists through the Massachusetts Arts and Humanities
Foundation's "Artists in Residence Program''; 2.) reduced rate admission through a special voucher program
of ARTS/Boston to a wide range of performing arts
events throughout the city; and 3.) the opportunity
to explore the richness and excitement of Boston's
cultural institutions through in-depth curriculum
programs sponsored by the Cultural Education Collaborative. The CEC directs the participation of the
performing arts groups and museums in this new program.
C.

Career-Education Training Project

*

Program Goal: To develop and demonstrate successful
ways of training education directors of cultural institutions to conduct career education program.
Program Summary: This year long training project is
designed to assist education directors from selected
Boston and Springfield cultural institutions in developing career education programs based on the
variety of jobs and careers associated with their own
cultural institutions. Participating directors seek
three outcomes of this project: 1.) to acquire a
broad background on the goals and characteristics of
career education;
2.) to develop with school personnel a career education program; and 3.) to develop a long range plan for their institution's continued commitment to career education. Career education programs will then be offered as educational
services of the cultural institutions to schools in
Massachusetts.
D.

Cultural Information Services Project *
Program Goal: To make available up-to-date and easily
accessible information on the educational resources
(collections and special happenings) of the cultural
institutions to schools throughout Massachusetts and
so promote the educational potential of the cultural
institutions.
Program Summary: This project seeks to develop a
computer-based information service which will make
up-to-date information on cultural educational resources available to teachers, students, parents, and
libraries throughout the State. Information to be disseminated to subscribing schools and libraries include:
descriptions of exhibits and performances; special
collections; classroom kits; courses for students,
teachers, and parents.

*Project indicates program have not yet .run
early pilotting stages

a : f~ll~

or are in

Cultural
The goals and objectives establish the following
Education
Collaborative clients of the Cultural Education Collaborative;
Clients
A. Cultural Institution Desegregation Programs
Impacted:
students, teachers, cultural institution
(direct
staff and administrato~s, school adminibeneficiaries) strators,
Involved!
(participants
in programs/
services)

students,
staff and
strators,
Bureau of

teachers, cultural institution
administrators, school adminiFederal District Court,
Equal Educational Opportunity

Concerned:
students, faculty, school administrators,
(with program/ Massachusetts Department of Education,
service outcomes)
Federal District Court, United States
Office of Education, cultural institution
staff and administrators, Massachusetts
Council on the Arts and Humanities,
interest groups, taxpayers, community
B.. . Humanities Project
Impacted:
teachers, cultural institution staff
(direct
students
beneficiaries)
Involved:
(participants
in programs/
services)

teachers, cultural institution staff,
education specialists, National Endowment
for the Humanities

Concerned:
students, parents, teachers, administrators
(with program/ Massachusetts Department of Education,
service outcomes)United States Office of Education,
cultural institution staff and personnel,
Massachusetts Council on the Arts and
Humanities, interest groups, taxpayers,
community at large
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C.

Career-Education Training Project
Impacted:
cultural institution directors and staff,
(direct
students and administrators
beneficiaries)
Involved:
(participants
in programs/
services)

cultural institution directors, career
education specialists, students

Concerned:
cultural institution administrators,
(with program/ students, parents, teachers, administrators,
service outcomes) Massachusetts Department of Education,
United States Office of Education,
community groups, taxpayers, employers
D.

TRI-ARTS Program
Impacted:
students, parents, teachers, administrators,
(direct
artists, individual consumers, cultural
beneficiaries) institutions
Involved:
(participants
in programs/
services)

E.

students, parents, teachers, administrators,
artists, individual consumers, Massachusetts
Arts and Humanities Foundation, ARTS/Boston
cultural institutions, Massachusetts Council

Concerned:
students, parents, teachers, administrators,
(with program/ artists, individual consumers, Massacusetts
service outcomes) Department of Education, United States
Office of Education, Massachusetts Council
on the Arts and Humanities, Massachusetts
Arts and Humanities Foundation, ARTS/Boston
community interests, tax~aye~s, ~ultural
institutions
Cultural Information Services
Impacted:
students, teachers, administrators, parents
(direct
libraries, cultural institutions
beneficiaries)
Involved:
(participants
in programs/
services)

teachers, students, parents, administrators,
cultural institution, libraries

Concerned:
teachers, students, parents, administrators,
(with program/
cultural institution administrators,
service outcomes) libraries, Massachusetts Department of
Education, United States Office of Education,
Massachusetts Council on the Arts and
Humanities, community groups, taxpayers
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Cultural
To achieve these goals and objectives, the
Education
Collaborative Cultural Education Collaborative works in cooperation with
Role
local, state and federal agencies, and corporations in the
development of public policy, the dissemination of public
information, the extension of cultural education services,
and the development of innovative programs.

Specifically,

the Cultural Education Collaborative serves the following
roles.
First, the Cultural Education Collaborative engages in policy planning and advocacy with state and federal
agencies to generate a role for cultural education. Although
not a lobby group, the Cultural Education Collaborative
supports passage of the Cultural Education Act to establish
a state-wide funding base for the purchase of educational
services by Massachusetts schools.

The Collaborative writes,

"The Cultural Education Act has been a priority at the
Collaborative for the past three years because, when funded,
it will provide a solid financial base for joint school136
cultural institution educational programs."
Secondly, the Collaborative catalyzes joint programrning between cultural institutions, schools, and community agencies.

The Collaborative staff develops, plans,

sponsors, and supervises the monitoring of programs and
services to meet the needs of cultural institutions and
schools.
Thirdly, the Collaborative staff serve as pro-
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gram and service brokers, linking education and museum experts and consultants, existing services, and other conununity
and arts resources to the services needs of participating
cultural institutions and schools.

For example, the Colla-

borative has organized a series of workshops and seminars
conducted by education and human relations consultants for
the cultural institutions and schools participating in the
joint programs.

The topics for these workshops are derived

from questionnaires sent to principals, teachers, and
cultural institution staff.
Fourthly, the Collaborative generates public
and private funds for collaborative operations, programs,
'
and services.
Fifthly, the Collaborative staff provides technical assistance to cultural institutions in program design,
proposal writing, budgeting, and contracting for state
funds.

As part of this responsibility, the Collaborative

acts as a central coordinating link to the Massachusetts
Department of Education, the Boston public schools, the
Boston school conunittee, and the participating school
systems in the cultural institution/school programs. In
this role, the Cultural Education Collaborative,
- submits the proposals and contracts for cultural
integration programs in a package to the respective education agencies ;
- follows the proposals through the approval and
contract process and informs applications of the
status of their proposals
- establishes the fiscal agents and coordinates reports.
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137

Additionally, the Collaborative provides a central communications link between participating cultural institutions and
schools, community agencies, and the education agencies.
Finally, the Cultural Education Collaborative
disseminates public information on cultural education: to
focus public and media attention on the important roles
Massachusetts cultural institutions can, and are now playing
in public education; to generate public enthusiasm for -arid
commitment to the use of cultural institutions as partners
in education; to communicate the improtance of the Collaborative's role as facilitator/catalyst to local, state, and
federal agencies, as well as private funding sources; and
to direct national attention to the Collaborative's programs as possible national models.

In particular, the

Cultural Education Collaborative coordinates the overall
press effort for cultural education programs, puBlishes
a Newsletter and a Bulletin, and is developing a major
marketing campaign for the Cultural Information Program.
Thus, the Cultural Education Collaborative
Cultural
Education
Collaborative unites cultural institutions with schools in collaborative
Participants
programs and services. The Cultural Education Collaborative
further links cultural institution staff, school administrators and faculty, students and parents with existing
resources in education, human relations, and museum education.
Cultural institutions have a growing need for
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collaboration.

These cultural institutions are facing in-

creasing pressures to apply their vast resources (artifacts,
collections, talents) to structured and extended learning
opportunities for students and community groups.

At the

same time: cultural institutions are experiencing rising
operating costs, may be much understaffed, and may have
little knowledge in museum education.
As participants in collaboration, cultural institutions contribute staff time, resources and facilities.
In return, the cultural institutions receive funds and
technical assistance to initiate or expand programs in
cultural education and so become more involved in education and the community.

These institutions additionally

benefit from the public information dissemination of
cultural resources.

And many cultural institutions benefit

from the technical assistance and information services
which develop the skills of their own education staff
or administration.

As an evaluation for the school/

cultural institution program concludes,
The cultural institutions again are self-selected;
they have volunteered to offer these programs and
are eager for their success. Their ability to work
with the public schools, to adjust to their needs
while using their own strengths and areas of expertise, varied from institution to institution ... A
significant statistic is that only five of twenty-three
institutions offering programs in 1976-77 did not
propose them again for the following year.
138
Public schools have been experiencing diverse
pressures for increased quality and quantity of educational
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programming that provides basic skills, yet is developmental
and will hold the student's attention.

Additionally, schools

must meet state and federal mandates for increased educational opportunities for minority and special needs students.
As participants in collaboration, the public schools contribute administration and faculty time, and facilities.
Participating schools may be also required to pay assessments
for selected services.

In return, the public schools

collaborate in cost-effective and innovative services and
educational programs which teach basic skills, subject area
curricula, human relations, self-development, and meet
state and federal mandates.

As the Cultural Education

Collaborative writes,
Despite the ever spiraling costs of education, the
use of cultural resources can represent a cost savings
to schools; with the cut back in state school construction funds the cultural institutions can serve
as sites and classrooms for instruction. The planetariums, laboratories, museum collections, auditoriums,
and staff expertise can be used by schools rather than
schools expensively duplicating them. The cultural
institutions can also bring their resources to bear
on pressing educational problems such as integration,
special education, and career education. By using
these specialized resources students can learn in
high interest courses designed to meet their basic
educational needs. 139
For example, an evaluation reports that one principal saw
"the program in his school as a demonstration of different
ways and places children can learn important subject matter
-- surely an opening up of views about schooling that allows
for the active help of the cultural institutions.

Another

looked to the programs for actual 'assistance in change'." 140
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The Massachusetts Department of Education endorses
and financially supports several of the cultural education
programs of the Cultural Education Collaborative. The assisted
programs are efforts to meet state legislation for equal
educational opportunity

and aid the desegregation efforts

of the Boston and Springfield public schools.

Anne Hawley,

former Executive Director of the Cultural Education Collaborative, writes, the CEC "format fits in the with State
Department of Education's aim of spreading state and federal
funds more evenly among Boston's 162 public schools. 11141
In April, 1977, the Massachusetts Board of Education issued
the following "Resolution on Behalf of Cultural Institutions".
Whereas,

The arts, as a basic form of human communication, can offer varied experiences
to interest, to motivate, and to engage
students.

Whereas,

The Commonwealth is uniquely endowed with
museums, historical societies, performing
and visual arts organizations, and other
cultural institutions, and

Whereas,

the Board of Education has designated as
one of its ten educational goals the
development of individual values and attitudes, and the development of creative interests and talents, and

Whereas,

the Board has issued a policy position on
the arts in education that calls for a comprehensive program, infused into the total
curriculum that will provide for greater
utilization of our cultural institutions,

Be It
Resolved,

that this Board of Education reiterated its
support for the passage of the Cultural Education Act although cognizant of limited
state funds available at this time to fully
implement the law and further that the Board
states its appreciation to the Cultural Education Collaborative for its efforts in the
schools of Massachusetts and supports this
organization's attempt to seek both federal
and private grants for this program.
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In conclusion, collaboration is a mechanism
which benefits cultural institution administrators and staff,
school administrators and faculty, students and parents.
Collaboration facilitates communication between groups of
diverse needs, reduces the duplication of services, provides
cost-effective services, generates public and private program funds, and improves the ability of groups to serve
their constituency.

The special efforts of the Cultural

Education Collaborative serve

to increase cooperation

of cultural institution, school, and community; encourage
social and racial de-isolation;

improve the ability to

teach basic and developmental skills;

and generate

innovative programs which open up the environs of the
classroom . . As the Cultural Education Collaborative
concludes,
The experience of the CEC has demonstrated that a
central coordinating body for educators in cultural
institutions and in schools can encourage a level
of concern and thoughtfulness ~.about ·program quality,
professional standards of evaluation and assessment,
public educational policies and current intellectual
issues that is rarely attained by individuals working
alone in separate institutions. Specifically, the
CEC has focussed the attention of cultural institutiona in the city of Boston on the catalysmic social
disruptions caused by desegregation and on their
role in alleviating the tensions of a divided city.
Likewise, it has given attention to current professional issues including teacher training and retraining,
criteria for determining high quality programs, and
the impact of career education. Thus, the CEC serves
not only day-to-day technical needs of cultural
educators, but also provides a forum for consideration
of braoder social and 1humanistic issues. 142
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CRITICAL ISSUES

As the description denotes, the Cultural Education
Collaborative has at least three major issues confronting
its present programming and future development.
First Issue:

Resting on soft money, the Collaborative
administrative and central support system
requires more substantial underpinning.

Second Issue: Dealing with so many varied participants
and interests, the Collaborative needs to
carefully define its audience(s).
Third Issue:

As a young and growing organization providing a new area of service delivery,
the Collaborative needs to develop and
project a strong public image.

These issues must be addressed in order for the Collaborative
to effectively fund operations, target programs and services,
and operate in an environment of support for the programming
of the Cultural Education Collaborative.
First Issue:

The Collaborative Administrative and Central
Support System Requires More Substantial
Underpinning

It has been the Collaborative's experience that
program funds are much easier to generate than administration
and operating funds.

Without a solid funding base, the

collaborative spends most of its time seeking essential
operating funds, and is constrained from moving into new
program areas.

Moreover, the Collaborative's general and

administrative expenses have more than doubled in the last
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two years.

Clearly, the Collaborative needs additional

sources of operating funds.
As the typologies depict, the Collaborative has
two alternatives for sources of operating funds: membership
assessments and program and service assessments.

Presently,

the Collaborative has no subscribing members and receives
little program and service assessments.
Alternative One - Membership Assessments:
The membership assessments have been employed to
at least partially support the operations of five of the
above collaboratives.
of two types.

These collaboratives, however, are

The first type of collaborative are those

educational collaboratives which seek principally to strengthen
and supplement the services and programs of school districts.
As Dr. Lavin, of the Merrimack Education Center, expressed
above, these assessments, albeit small, serve to generate
school district interest in the operations of the collaborative.

Conversely, the collaborative has a fiscal accounta-

bility to the school districts for the wise expenditure of
their funds.

The second type of collaborative which charges

membership dues are the collaboratives whose purpose it is
to provide cooperative programs and services for the ef fective management and administration of their respective
institutions.
The collaboratives which assess membership dues
share additional characteristics.

These are largely broker-

ing agencies and have a constituency of institutions similar
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in purpose and responsibility.

The programs and services

these collaboratives receive are the primary function of
that subscribing institution and would have to be provided
independently without collaboration.

The members are there-

fore paying for necessary cost-effective programs and services.

Clearly, the Cultural Education Collaborative shares

very little in common with characteristics, roles and strategies of these subscribing membership collaboratives.

The

Cultural Education Collaborative unites in collaboration
diverse groups of diverse means in programs and services
which may be additional to the normal prograrraning of the
institution.
Moreover, the Collaborative is philosophically
diametric to these collaboratives.

Whereas the subscribing

membership collaboratives seek to internally service a
limited constituency, the Collaborative seeks to extend the
resources of the cultural institutions outward, to as many
educational institutions as possible.

To charge membership

assessments, however small, would not only mean pricing out
cultural institutions of little means and discouraging
future clientele, but would not be consistent with the
Collaborative's contextual goals.

Thus, charging member-

ship fees is not the best alternative for the Collaborative.
Alternative Two - Program and Service Assessment:
With the exception of the two "planning collaboratives", all of the above collaboratives assess participants
for selected programs and services.
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These assessments also

go towards the administration and operation of the collaborative.

These assessments are charged for on-going services

for central office operations such as staff development,
technical assistance, seminars, and in-service training.
Assessments may take the form of tuition for a continuous
program, an annual subscription for participation in regular
services, or single payment for a seminar or program.

More-

over, of the above collaboratives, the Museums Collaborative
has many of the similar goals, roles and operations of the
Collaborative.

The Museums Collaborative charges assessments

for seminars, publication and information services, and
continuing professional educational programs.

The Museums

Collaborative, however, conducts the educational programming
under the support of grants and contracts.
The Collaborative is increasingly providing supportive services to cultural institutions and schools, and
should consider assessments for many of these services.

The

Collaborative is already planning to charge for subscription
to the computer information service.

However, there are

additional areas of supportive services for which the Collaborative could charge assessments and not jeopardize or
limit the Collaborative's constituency.

These are services

which might be considered important to school or cultural
institution operations.

For example, the Collaborative could

charge selected institutions for workshops and seminars.
These payment, however small, might cover the cost of these
services {plus cover some staffing or other administrative
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operations).

Additionally, the Collaborative might charge a

small fee for participation in such cultural education
festivals as the "Culture Connection".

The participant

receives valuable public exposure and publicity and might
be induced to pay a nominal fee, or the cost of the festival,
prorated.

Finally, the Collaborative might charge a small

tuition for participants in the career education program.
This is a program which is in increasing demand from public
schools.
Whatever assessments charged, they must be small
so as not to limit the present Collaborative participants
nor limit future audiences.

These assessments can only be

charged of supportive services that are required by the
clients.

Tuition or fees for innovative educational pro-

gramming might be enough negative incentive to discourage
participation in cultural education programs that are still
seeking legitimacy.

These service incentives, necessarily

small, will not cover the entire operating expenses.

Other

sources of incentive, such as business contributions and
grants that provide additionally for office operations,
must continue to be solicited.

But program and service

assessments should be an important consideration.

These

assessments, albeit small, further help to diversify the
financial base of the collaborative, decreasing the presently heavy reliance upon public and private grants.
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Second Issue:

Who Is The Collaborative's Audience?

Another way of framing this question is to ask:
"Who do we have to reach to meet our goals?"

In collabora-

tion, there may be several audiences, or clients.
audience may require separate strategies.

Each

Therefore, care-

ful identification of the different audiences is critically
important for the Collaborative in order to prioritize and
target scarce resources for effective strategies and programming.
To answer the question, "Who is the audience?",
one must examine the history of the Collaborative, to determine its founding intention and mandate, and the Collaborative purpose, goals and current strategies.
As mentioned, the Collaborative was initiated as
the Education Project of the Metropolitan Cultural Alliance
to plan the integration of education programs and resources
into the curricula of metropolitan Boston schools.

In

1973,
ten directors of Boston museums and arts organizations
formed an Education Committee to begin planning how
their institutions could diversify and enliven their
education services. They began meeting under the aegis
of the Metropolitan Cultural Alliance ....
From the outset they were concerned with developing
new programs and services jointly with the public
education sector and determining mechanisms to fund
these services in an on-going way to embed themselves
in the school curriculum; to become partners in the
education system.143
Thus, the Collaborative was initiated to foster cooperation
between cultural institutions and education institutions.
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Secondly, the strategies actively employed by the
Collaborative focus on the collaboration between educational
and cultural institutions in three ways:

1) by providing programming which utilizes the resources
of cultural institutions in innovative educational
experiences;
•

•

i

•

2) by providing services to the cultural 1nst1tut1ons
to develop the education capacity of the cultural
institution staff;
3) by engaging in policy planning and advocacy with
public agencies to secure a permanent role for cultural agencies in public education.
The strategies may focus on either schools or cultural institutions but all goals seek to promote cultural education.
Thusi the primary clients, or audience, of the Collaborative
are the cultural and educational institutions.
To be most effective then, collaborative programs
must provide for the various needs of both client groups.
If, for example, the Collaborative focused on the cultural
institution as the only client, the schools may be neither
receptive to, nor prepared for, cultural education programs
and services.

Further, the clients have different motivations

for participation in collaboration.

Large museums, for exam-

ple, may have less need for the benefits of collaboration as
small performing companies or schools.

In such a case, it

would be unrealistic to expect full cooperation by all parties
without special efforts to encourage the institutions of
lower incentive.

Thus it is necessary to identify the needs

and characteristics of the primary clients.

Specifically,

several recommendations can be made to strengthen the
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Collaborative operations at each level.
First, the Collaborative should focus attention on
building incentive for participation of cultural institutions.
Many of the cultural institutions have less need to participate enthusiastically, if at all, in collaborative programs.
Indeed, cultural education may be considered as a secondary,
or tangential, function of cultural institutions.

Any

public relations campaign supporting the merits of cultural
education may, as a by-product, encourage more cultural institutions to participate.

More importantly, strong efforts

must be made to expand and emphasize the benefits of participating in the Collaborative's program and services.
Second, the Collaborative should focus on establishing to schools the value of cultural education programs
and services.

Too often, school administration is caught up

in the daily operation to be receptive to ;innovative programs.

Therefore, endorsement for the educational value of

cultural education programs must be made forcefully and
publicly by those school administrators and faculty who
have participated in cultural education programs.
Finally, the Collaborative should increase communication networks between museums and schools, and ensure participation in program design and decision-making of both
so that the needs of both are included in the programming.
Further, participation in programming tends to strengthen
concern for the success of the program.
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However, the Collaborative has additional levels of
audience.

A second audience level includes the participants

in collaboration programs and services beyond cultural institutions and schools.

These participants inc"iude state and

federal officials contacted in public policy development;
the educational, business and museum experts utilized in
collaborative seminars, workshops and services; and the funding sources and the agencies that establish criteria for
program operations (such as Bureau of Equal Educational
Opportunity, National Endowment for the Humanities, the
Federal District Court, etc.).

These program and service

participants must additionally be considered program and
service clients.

If the diverse needs of these participants

are not provided for, programs and services will bogg down
for lack of communication.

These program participants are

distinguished from the direct clients in their motivations
for participation.

It is the business of these program

participants to fund and supervise programs, or contract
out services.

As a result, the Collaborative need be less

conscious of building motivations among these participants.
Communication and coordination, however, are very important
to ensure the proper functioning of programs and so confer
the maximum benefits to schools and cultural institutions.
There is a final level of audience for the Collaborative efforts.

This audience includes the diverse groups

which may be concerned about collaborative program and service outcomes.

This audience may include the employers who
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may be concerned about career education, ethnic and racial
groups concerned about integration and ethnic heritage programs,
and so on.

In addition to specific interest groups, tax-

payers and the community at large may be concerned, if aware
of, the cost-effectiveness and innovative approach to quality
education.

Finally, other education agencies may be concerned

over the outcome of the cultural education programs as
possible positive models for innovative educational programming.

It is important that the Collaborative recognizes

this audience level.

For the ultimate success and extension

of cultural education, the general public must be knowledgeable of the operations and supportive of _the value of cultural
education.
Thus, the Collaborative has three levels of audience.
Each level of audience presents different imperatives for
action by the Collaborative.

The Collaborative would there-

fore benefit by recognizing the different motivations, needs
and value of each client group within each level.
Third Issue:

The Collaborative Must Develop and Project a
Strong Image

The Collaborative, as a private non-profit collaborative, must project a strong public image in order to receive contracts and grants, and generate new participants
in collaborative activities.

The Collaborative must appear

cost-effective, successful and innovative to be considered
by agencies for grants and contracts.

Indeed, the Collabora-

tive must appear more attractive in process and product
than other organizations which are competing for scarce
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funds.

For example, a funding source may look to see that

the Collaborative project:
- is not otherwise available;
- is cost-effective;
- meets a strong need and not be frivolous.
Additionally, the Collaborative seeks to sustain
and attract participation in programs and services.

The

Collaborative must appear to the present and potential
participants to:
- provide programs of merit;
- provide programs and services which meet client needs;
- respect the suggestions and inputs of the participants;
- follow through on commitments.
Thus, the Collaborative must establish itself in the eyes of
present and future funding sources and participants as: to
offer services of value to the participant; to best provide
these services; and to conduct operations in a most professional
manner.

A thorough evaluation should establish the degree

to which the Collaborative meets these criteria, and should
provide recommendations for improvement in any area of service weakness.
There are several strategies that the Collaborative
should employ to solidify a public image as an innovative
and professional organization.

Most importantly, the Colla-

borative must direct attention to the success of its programming thus far by documenting the results of its programs
and services.

Additionally, the Collaborative staff might
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develop policy papers and articles for professional journals,
lectures, and other forms of dissemination.

The Collabora-

tive might publish an attractive brochure or resume of the
Collaborative's purpose and programs for dissemination to
interested groups.

A polished document would confer the

impression of Collaborative competance, in the way that EdCo
logos capture the essence of each program area in one visual
representation and leave the impression that the EdCo staff
is specialized and confident in their work.

A marketing

analysis or public relations campaign could certainly be of
value in projecting a professional public image for the
Collaborative.

A bold track record will be the best public

statement in behalf of the Collaborative.
Ultimately, however, the Collaborative must spend
as much, if not more, time on promoting cultural education.
The Collaborative must promote through increased information
dissemination the value of the Collaborative for several
reasons.
First, as was established above, the Collaborative
must convince potential funding sources that their funding
will go towards a valuable program that produces results.
Second, the Collaborative is generating collaborative programs between at least two diverse groups.

The

programs are not only non-traditional in their delivery,
but the resultant products are also innovative.

Through

innovation, the Collaborative is introducing a new approach
to education based on the resources of cultural institutions.
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The Collaborative must therefore persuade fiscally..constrained
schools and cultural institutions of the strong educational
value of cultural education.

A climate of acceptance for

cultural education, in general, and the Collaborative services, in particular, must be generated.
Third, the Collaborative must generate public
support (third level of audienc) for cultural education.

If

parents believed in the educational value of cultural education, they might pressure Parent Teacher Student Associations
and school administrators to participate in cultural education programs.

If ethnic, racial, historical or other interest

groups were made aware of the potential for curricula development and human development of cultural education, they might
pressure schools and cultural institutions to participate
in the Collaborative's programs.

Taxpayers might be more

amenable to cultural educational programs if knowledgeable
about the ability of cultural education to generate resources
other than local property taxes.

And parents might be more

supportive of cultural education if made aware of the education and creative development results of such untraditional
approaches to learning.
To the general end of promoting cultural education,
the Collaborative should employ the following strategies.
First, the Collaborative should document and publicize the
results of the Collaborative's programs, thereby demonstrating
the basic educational value of cultural education.

Secondly,

the Collaborative should seek and publicize the endorsement
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of the federal and state education offices,
tional value of cultural education.

for the educa-

The Massachusetts

Department of Education has already endorsed the Collaborative, but should more publicly promote cultural education.
Third, the Collaborative should spread the value of cultural
education and the Collaborative through participants:
principals to principals, teachers to teachers, LEA to LEAs.
The Collaborative has sought to generate a base of support
by including community and political leaders, interest group
representatives, and union officials on the board.

This

leadership should be expanded, and/or representatives
given a greater role to play in publicizing and promoting
cultural education.
Thus, the Cultural Education Collaborative, must
not only generate audiences for collaborative prqgrams but
'
I

must generate a need and climate of acceptance for cultural
education.

Without increased public support for cultural

education, the Collaborative will be continually struggling
to generate a need for their programs.

The issue, here, is

not the justification of cultural institution programs.

The

justification has already been proven by many cultural education programs.

Collaboratives involved in cultural

education must believe in the value of cultural education as
a starting point.

Rather than be concerned over the justifi-

cation of cultural education, the Collaborative must be concerned over promoting cultural education generally and over the
quality and direction of cultural education programs.
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CONCLUSION

Thus, the Cultural Education Collaborative seeks
to enrich and advance the educational experiences of residents
of the Commonwealth by planning and developing programs,
services, funds and administrative mechanisms to strengthen
collaboration between educational and cultural institutions.
What Impacts Does the Cultural Education Collaborative Seek?
In developing the educational potential of cultural
institutions, the Collaborative seeks three areas of impact.
First, the Collaborative seeks to provide structured
educational experiences that employ the resources of cultural
institutions.

To this end, the Collaborative provides inno-

vative programming between cultural institutions and schools.
Such programming requires that the Collaborative develop and
monitor programs, and raise program funds.

The complexity

of these programs requires the Collaborative provide
communications and information between the various parties
as well as technical assistance to cultural institutions
and schools.

Additionally, the Collaborative seeks the

formulation of public policy which will create an established
role for cultural institutions in public education.

This

objective requires that the collaborative engage in public
policy and advocacy with state and federal agencies to
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generate a role for cultural education in Massachusetts.

In

particular, the Collaborative publicizes and supports passage
of the Cultural Education Act which will finance the purchase
of education services of cultural institutions by Massachusetts
schools.
Secondly, the Collaborative seeks to develop the
educational capacity of cultural institution staff and the
ability of school personnel to fully utilize cultural education.

To this end, the Collaborative sponsors workshops and

seminars and creates new services for both cultural institution staff and school personnel in teaching and documentation
'

techniques, human relations, curricula development, for
example.
Thirdly, the Collaborative seeks to increase the
audiences using the resources of cultural institutions.

In

addition to the cultural education programming, the Collaborative seeks to promote the use of cultural institutions as
educational resources by teachers and individuals.

To this

end, the Collaborative provides computer information services
and information dissemination of the educational resources
of the cultural institutions.

Additionally, the Collaborative

seeks to promote access to the cultural institutions for all
individuals.

This objective requires that the Collaborative

provide public information about the resources of the cultural
institutions, as well as provide opportunities for individuals
to experience the resources of cultural institutions (such as
Tri-Arts programs).
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What Impacts Can the Cultural Education Collaborative Have?
As a collaborative effort, the Collaborative provides innovative programming in cultural education to fill a
program or service void.

The Collaborative stands between

cultural institutions and schools.

The Collaborative makes

of these disparate institutions a new service - cultural
education.

Without the special efforts of the Collaborative,

cultural and educational institutions would have minimal
communication and interaction.

Schools would utilize the

cultural institutions predominantly on a single visit basis.
Further, without the Collaborative, the schools and cultural
institutions would not be able to interact in any depth due
to multiple obstacles such as lack of funding, different
technical abilities, and lack of governance and coordination.
The Collaborative thus facilitates collaboration between
cultural institutions and schools and catalyzes a new area
of educational services.
Such innovative efforts, however, necessitate that
the Collaborative generate an appreciation of the value of
cultural education among educational agencies, cultural
institutions, and the general public and create a demand
for the programming of the Cultural Education Collaborative.
In the future, the Collaborative can expand on
the concept of cultural education.

The Collaborative can

continue to develop the ability of cultural institution
staff to develop and teach cultural education by providing
cost-effective collaborative services in staff development,
long range planning, and resource development.
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Secondly,

the Collaborative can extend cultural education programs to
new education groups - special ne.eds, gifted and handicapped
students, community groups.

Again, cultural education pro-

gramming for new education groups must be accompanied by
additional staff development and technical assistance for
cultural institution staff that they may better understand
the needs of, and service, the new education groups.
What is Needed for Successful Cultural Education Collaborative
Collaboration?
The Collaborative is similar in many respects to
the Museums Collaborative.

Both collaboratives facilitate

and catalyze collaboration between disparate groups to provide innovative programming.

To provide for the most effec-

tive collaboration and programming, the Collaborative shares
with the Museums Collaborative the need to:
- generate program funds to support collaborative operations and programming;
- develop a diversified financial base for support of
multiple collaborative roles and complex programming;
- provide both program planning to catalyze joint
programs between cultural institutions and schools,
and brokering to develop the service ability of the
respective cultural and educational institutions
(staff training, curricula development, computer
information);
- provide communication networks to generate information on the diverse needs of the participating institutions and their clients, and to coordinate complex
programming;
- disseminate information to interested parties and
the public at large to generate a climate of acceptance for cultural education in general, and the
collaborative programming in particular;
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have a diversified governance board to, again, generate
support for cultural education, particularly among
professionals in the cultural institutions and education fields, political and community leaders.
Thus, the Collaborative has a number of imperatives in order
to support complicated programming, create a demand, and
generate public and financial support for a new area of
services.

'

Moreover, the Collaborative must hold together in

collaboration institutions of varying motivations (schools
tend to have greater incentive to participate than larger
cultural institutions), which would otherwise have minimal
networks of communication and exchange of information.
To be most effective, the Collaborative should,
therefore, spend as much time maintaining and supporting
collaboration (technical assistance, fundraising, communication, supporting services, motivation building), and promoting
cultural education (public image building, information dissemination, public policy development) , as in innovative
programming.

For, without strong collaboration, and demand

and support for cultural education, innovative collaborative
programs will be marked by low motivation, poor communication and little demand.
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CONCLUSION

•

In conclusion, collaboration is an effective and
innovative mechanism for the delivery of services and programs by two or more groups which have joined in voluntary
cooperation.

This cooperation is distinguished by:

- the pooling of participant resources;
- shared decision-making by participants;
- agreement on major goals of the collaboration.
Collaboration occurs for diverse purposes and in
different models.

Groups may collaborate to develop inno-

vative programs and services beyond the scope of the individual groups; to reach new audiences and service broader
clients; to jointly address issues important to their own
organizational growth and development; to capture additional
funding and so strengthen and supplement their present program and service provision; and/or coordinate multiple activities already in existance and so prevent service overlap,
duplication, or contradiction.

Collaboration offers an

innovation to the existing order of services.
Thus, collaboration creates partnerships between
different groups in serving needs and seeking defined goals.
In one model of collaboration, groups with resources may be
linked through collaboration to other groups with specific
needs for those resources.

In another model of collaboration,
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different groups with varied resources but similar needs or
goals are united in programs or services designed to meet
those needs or goals.

Or collaboration may unite organiza-

tions of similar purposes and organizations of diverse purposes.

In a final model, collaboratives exist as outgrowths

or extensions of a particular organization(s), institution(s),
or agency(s).

A collaborative which is conducting several

operations and is serving both program planning and broker
roles may find itself dealing with hundreds of groups and
organizations.
The "collaborative" is the organization that exists
to facilitate and coordinate collaboration.

The collabora-

ting groups may have no reason to work together save for the
special product achieved through collaboration.

Again, many

collaboratives may be grouped as types according to similar
approach to collaboration - purpose and characteristics.

To

be most effective, collaboratives should generally
- have diversified financial base to support collaborative programming;
- have continuous opportunities for communication and
information and must allow for exchange of ideas in
many directions;
- be responsive to the needs and problems of the participating organizations;
- work with organizations of high incentive for collaboration and concentrate to build motivations for
organizations of less compelling needs;
- provide programs and services which are not duplicated
within that service area. As the MPP writes, "the
product of the collaboration must be perceived by
potential clients as unique and highly desirable
alternatives to the status quo."144
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As the typologies demonstrate, each collaborative type requires
special structures, roles, programming and other characteristics to be most effective in achieving collaborative purpose.
The characteristics that may be manipulated to best achieve
collaborative purpose are: financial structure, board membership, legal status, decision-making, role, and programming.
There is a growing need for such a model of
service delivery.

In education, cultural arts, science, etc.,

structured cooperation is becoming increasingly valuable for
non-profit groups,
- as resources and financial support become more scarce;
- as organizations face increasing pressure to become
more involved in the community;
- as management and administrative operations become
more complicated, sophisticated and expensive;
- as problem areas require interdisciplinary responses;
- as increasing federal and state regulations requires
organizational adjustment for additional programming.
Thus, there is a growing role for collaboratives
to stand between organizations.

Collaboration is the only

model of delivery that
provides innovative programming not otherwise possible
by catalyzing the resources of disparate organizations;
- generates cost-effective programs and services through
cooperative programs and the pooling of resources;
captures additional funding for which a single participant might not be eligible.
Additionally collaboration confers
shared understandings and communication between different organizations and their clientele;
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- a higher level of community through a wide range of
participation in goal setting and decision-making;
- the reduction of feelings of powerlessness and alienation experienced by small organizations of limited
resources when dealing with larger, possibly unresponsive organizations and institutions;
- a greater degree of accountability to collaborating
organizations by according the opportunity to respond
to various government and community pressures.
Again, as a cooperative venture, collaboration
confers benefits to the participating organizations and the
community which are beyond their individual scope.

Collabora-

tion provides a systematic approach to perceived pressing
social and organizational needs, and allows an organization
to respond to changing environments.

Collaboration serves,

therefore, as a vehicle for innovation and social change.
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